An outline review of the geology of Peru by Adams, George Irving
Accompanying this paper  will  be  found  a  bibliography  of  tbe 
more important literature, and in the footnotes some additional refcr- 
ences are given.  Nearly all of  the literature of the subject hns been 
consulted in the preparation of this reriem, but it has not been deemed 
advisable to publish a more complete bibliograpliy, since some of  the 
articles with elaborate titles have in reality little value and, hing 
Pite inaccessible to the general student, can hardly hope to hold  a 
place  mith  the  more  important  contributions,  whicll  embody  the 
essential hths  mith femer errors. 
PHYSICAL  AND  GLI~~ATIC  REGIONS. 
TBQ  THREE REGIONS OS PmRU. 
The dominant physical feature of  Peru is the lofty range of  tlle 
Andes ~vhich  lies near the Pacific Ocean arid forms a barrier bet~een 
the narrow strip of  desert coast end the Mensive mooded plains of 
the Amazon.  Accordingly, the  country  is commonly recognized 8s 
presentiW 
naturally defined regions which dieer in their P~YS- 
lcal features arid climate; namely, the coast, the Sierra, arid the forest, 
Pr  "  montaiia," aS  it is called in Peru.  The use of  these terms orig- 
lnated with the inhabitants, md they have to a considerable extent 
found their aay into scientific literature.  ~h~ name  L'  rnonta6a " is 
'Pt  to be misleading, especially to a foreignep,  it suggests moun-  tains'  "  Seiva," meaning forest, nould seem to be mors approprhte* 
I*  terms are selected which may be  broadly used in considering the 
South American continent one may appropriately spealc  of. the ~acific 
Oastal  region, the Andes Mountain region, arid the Amazon plains 
region.  These  terms  have  physiographic  signifiCation arid  should 
intO Use in s~i~tific  writings.  The extension of  these re@~ns 
maJ'  be learned from the accompan~ing  map 
1) 
'PACmI'C  COASTAL  REGION. 
.,  . lhe  dist%ti~n between the coast an4 the 
as commonly made  lS  One  of ~llmate  arid is indicated by.differences  in aaricultura  In  the 
b  agric~lt~ral  products arp those of  the tropical  arid  sub- 
tro~lcal  climates; while those of  the 
a,  such , „, found in  the temperate ZOneS  The transition from On0 
re~on  i0 the other is  abrupt  because  0f  the  steq declivity  of  the 
gcifi,  slope  of  the  Andes, 
with  the exce~tion  of  the Part of  Peru %djacent  tO  the GUlf 0f 
'yayaquil'  the divisiOn betwe~  the coast arid the 
correspond~  the  'PProximaie  Western  Bmit of  genepal annual  rainfall  on 
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the Pacific slope of the Andes.  This is largely determined by eleva- 
tion and temperature, and is indicated as one travels from town to 
town by the character of  the roofs of the houses of the natives.  The 
writer in drawing the line upon his published maps  used this as a 
basis  for his  observations  arid  inquiries in order to  obtain reliable 
information. 
Near the Gulf of Guayaquil, where the Zone of rainfau is deflected 
to the westward from the slope of the Andes over the coastal plains 
arid to the Pacific Ocean, tlie division between coast and sierra VOU~~ 
be  made by  continuing the trend of  the line into Ecuador, talfing 
into  consideration  the  character  of  the  agricuh!,ure, wlli~h  varies 
with the temperature &pendent  On  elevation.  3'0r  Peru the distinc- 
tion based On  climate hol& fairly  but in Ecuador it is less 
factory, since under the Equator arid in a region of  rainfall the ZOnes 
of Vegetation and agriculture do not correspond with the topographic 
\  disti&tion  also implied. 
D~~;~~~  of the coastaz region. 
The coastal region of  Peru may be divided into plains areas arid 
mountainous areas.  The plains, according to tlieir geographic POS~- 
tions in the country, may be called the '(  northern," ('  south central,>' 
and L'  southern.')  Beiween the northern arid south central plains, and 
likewise between the south central  arid southern, thß CO~S~  is moun- 
tainous.  The northern  arid south Central pl&s  extend inland from 
the shore of  the Pacific,  but the southern plnins are separated from 
the sea by a coast range of  hills.  The mountainous divisions of  the 
coast are diversified by the stream valleys and their tributary dry 
valleys and present a. very brolren topography.  The southern On0  of 
these  two mountainOus  areas, considered  as 8 mass, riss abru~tl~ 
from the  arid presents many aspects 0f  a dissected plateau  The 
northern  area is characterized b  a more brolren coast line 
arid thO 
mountains  rise in  a  ragged,  irregular WaY  toward  the  It 
would seem to be  an Open  q~e~ti~n  "S  to V'hether  these  mountainous 
areas should be Classed with the CO~S~  Or the Andes re&ion.  A1ong 
the inner  border of  the plains are the ."  foothills "  risink to tlle  .  Sierra,  .. 
arid at  corresponding distan~e  inland in the mountainous dlvlslOns 
of  the coast there is B transition Zone  lmown aS the " valley heads of 
.the coast  (cabezeras de los valles)  where the valley fioors become 
narrow arid stony, so that the agr 
iculture of  the const is impossible, 
and the mountains rise on 
eit.er side into the temperature and cli- 
mate of  the Sierra.  .  BIaars  PePI:oaueea  in this report 
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THE  ANDES  MOUNTBIN  REGION. 
The distinction between the coast and the sierra has already been 
explained.  [The division line between  the sierra and the hazon 
region would seem to be simple enough if it is based on the presence 
of  the forest, as is implied when the word  L'  montana "  is used.  (See 
P.  386  above.)]  The tree line, however, especially in  the nosthern 
part of  Pem, according to the data which the writer has obtained 
from reading, rises well up onto the flanlcs of  the hdes,  and indeed 
Covers  some of  the mountains which rnay  be  appropnately  classed 
with the Andes region.  It rnay  also be noted that the limits of  the 
to restrict the Amazon region to the plains Jying  to the 
0f Fe  mOuntains in Order to make the division a p~ysiograp~ic  one. 
It is  possib1e to draw this line from informution now a&lable,  In  the accompanying 
map 0f  the Cordillera of  the Andes ihr  hachuring  the moul~tainous  area has been  done as accura~ely  as 
POsslble fi.om available  data, bUt  it dl  be remembered that Rai- 
mOndi's  of 
which is the most detailed, is gown  to be d* 
fective3  arid t~  a ~onsiderrble  extent the bachunng  it is imaguiary 
Divdsi~m  of th  An&  peqdon. 
main 
of the bdes  are the Cordilleras proper, which  be 
in  some  detail  Liter.  ~omespon~~ng  with them 
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are the great inter-Andean valleys, which  are &oupied  by streams 
tributary  to  the Amazon  and which  are shown  in a  general  way 
an the hachured  map,  and which  may  be  named  from the rivers 
occupying them.  On the Pacific slope there is one inter-Andean val- 
ley between the Cordillera Negra and Blanca lmown as the ('  Valley 
of  Huaylas " (Callejon de Huaylas).  In addition sh~uld  be  noted 
the  Titicaca  Lake basin.  If one  attempts to go  further  into  the 
classification  of  the physiographic  features, there  are man7  short 
ranges  of  mountains  or spurs from  the main  Cordillera,  some  of 
which are named On  Raimondi's map, and also high plains and table- 
lands (frequently called  '( punas ")  which are worthy of  distinction. 
Rn,I:<nfaZi  ifi the Andes.  --  -- 
The rain which falls in the Andes re@on is brought as vapor from 
the Atlantic arid most of it is precipitated in the Arnazon region or 
on the eastern flank of the first Cordillera which it encounters.  Dur- 
ing the summer season the olouds rise higher arid Pass fartller to t?e 
West,  distributing their moisture on the Cordilleras and  Part of  lt 
crosses the Continental  OI?  the western G0rdi1lers.  It is gen- 
erally believed  that the *ainfall  On  the pacific s*o~e;  the 
of 
which has already been disoussed, COmßS 
the cordilleras,  except 
in the region of  the Gulf of  Guayaqua  This is in accordance with 
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inßucnce  of  thn  trade  winds.  Cloiids nre not  seen  passing  to  tho 
Cordillera from the Pacific.  The mists of  the coast which drift in- 
land from the Pacific form at the season when the sky in the Cm- 
dillera is clear and their movements are with the land and sea breezes. 
Systematic observations of the rainfall in the Andes region have been 
barried on  at onIy one locality, namely, Cailloma, which is situated 
north  of  Arequipa and just  to the east of  the Continental Divide. 
The  CorclZZZerus  of  tlbe 
Artdes. 
DESCRIPTION  BY EIuJJ~BOL~~~ 
80cm  ------------_  1802. 
*  From the published dattt 
Although  ~Iumboldt 
did not have Peru as an 
object  of  specid  stud~ 
and  did  not  visit  thß 
cowntry excepting to seß 
the  coast  at Pisco  and 
Lima and to travel in the 
northern  highlands  be- 
tween Cajamarca-and thß 
Maranon,a  he  neverthe- 
less gave a  gaphic and 
to 8 large exteht a correct 
description  of  the chain 
of  the  &des,  availing 
himself of data furnished 
by others. He  says, in sub- 
stance,  that in  - southern  Peru  there are  WO  branches  OE the Andes which include between 
tllem  the Titicaca basin.  To the north of  the Titicaca basin there 
is  lmot  which  includes Vilcanota, Carabaya,  Abancay, ~uando, 
arid Parinacochas.  After this knot of  Cuzco arid Parinacochas, in 
latitude 14'  S-, the Andes present a second bifurcation,  arid north- 
ward the two  chains lie On  the east arid west  of  the river  Jauja. 
@Raimondi2  EI  PWU,  Voiume & Page 15. 
the writer Izas constnicted 
the  accompanying  dia- 
grams  (figs.  3  and  4) 
which  show  the  annual 
and  montlily  variatioils 
of  the rainfall. 
IlOcm 
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--,-  -----------____-  ___  ------  - 
The eastern chain extends  on  the east  of  Huanta, the convent  of 
Ocopa  and Tarma, the western  chain passes Castrovereyna, Huan- 
cavelica,  Huarochari,  and  Yauli,  inclosing a lofty table-land.  In 
latitude 10° 11'  the two branches unite in the lrnot of  Huanuco and 
Pasco  (Cerro  de  Pasco).  From this point  northward  the  Andes 
divide into three chains.  The eastern lies between the Huallaga and 
Pachitea  (Ucayali)  riv- 
ers,  the  second  or  cen-  %  g  5  5  tral  between  the. Hual-  $9-  5 
$.$Z>ZS:t?  3  3  laga  and  the  Maranoii,  d!lt:r:::n8"' z  I 
while  the  third  lies  be-  .  . 
tween  the  Maranon  arid  J.  -------- ----------------- 
the  coast.  The  easterri  YEARS  1896-13031 
rang0 lowers to a  ran,ae 
of  hills,  and  is  lost  in 
latitude  the  ------------------------ 
25 
west  of  Lamas.  Tlze 
central,  after  forming 
the rapids and cataracts 
of  the Amazon, turns to 
the  northwest  and joins 
the Imot of Loja in Ecuac 
dor.  From the most cer- 
tain  information  which 
he obtained he concluded 
that  to  the  east  of  the 
chain which passes to the 
east of  Lake Titicaca and 
northward  to  Huanuco 
a mide mountainous land 
is situated, which is not 
a  widening  of  the  east- 
tern  chain  itself,  but 
rather  tlzat  it  consists 
Of  heights  whiclz  sur- 
round the foot of  the Andes like a penumbra, filling in the whole 
sPace between the Beni arid the Pachites (Ucayali). 
&boldt  also  rnade interesting comments On  the direction of the 
&des.  He  noted that in Chile and Upper Peru (Bolivia) ) from the 
Straits of  Maellan  to the parallel  of  Arica  (18'  28'  35"  S.),  the 
whole mass of the Anda runs from s0Ilth to north in ihe direcyn  Of 
a meridian  at the most  5" NE.,  but from the parallel of  Arica the 
Coast  arid the two  Cordiueras esst and West  of  the 
lake O* 
Titicaca abrUPtlY 
th&r direction and incline t0 the nOrthwest* 392  ANNUAL  REPORT  SMITHSONIAN  INSTITUTION,  1908. 
In this region, as in general in every considerable widenings of the 
Cordillera, tlie grouped summits do not follo~v  the principal axes in 
uniform and parallel  directions, and he remarked  that the general 
disposition of  the Andes in this latitude is well worth the attention 
of  ~eologists. From where the Cordilleras unite in tlie lmot of  Cuzco  b  (Vilcanota) their  direction is N.  80.  W.  He calls attention to the 
fact that the direction of  the coast follows these changes, and remarks 
that the parallelism between  the  coast  and  the  Cordilleras of  the 
Andes is a phenomenon the more worthy of  attention as it occurs in 
several parts of  the globe where the rnountains do not in the Same 
manner form the shore. 
It is to be regretted that Raimondi did not publish a description of 
the Andes.  However, his writings contain much  information, arid 
in his edited notes published in the chapter "Apuntes  0roPafi~0~,>' 
in  Volurne  IV of  E1  Peru  there  is  a  partial  description  of  the 
Cordilleras.  He  adopted  the  nomenclnture  of  Humboldt.  The 
Andes is used  as  a general  term  for the  whole  mountain  system, 
arid  the  various  branches  are  spoken  of  as  Cordilleras."  The 
branch to the east of  Lake Titicaca he called the 'L  Cordillera Ori- 
ental"  and the one to the west  the '<  Cordillera  Occidental."  The 
"on  of  these branches to the north of  Lake Titicaca he calls th0 
LL IInot of  Vilcanota,"  taking the name from  a snow-capped  pealc* 
this lmot northward  he recognized three branches instead of 
the two somewhat vaguely described by  Humboldt.  The Cordillera 
Occidental follows the direction of  the coast.  The Cordillera  Gen- 
tral  separates the valleys  of  the Apurimac  and  the  Vilcanota  or 
Urubamba rivers, while the Cordillera Oriental separates the inter- 
Andean region from the forest region of  the interior.  These ihre@ 
Cordilleras unite in thb ICnot  of  Cerro de Pasco,  from which pokt 
northward three branches diverge.  ~fie  Cordillera Occideiital for a 
~ortion  of its way is divided into two, the western of which is lmown 
as the "  Cordillera  Negra " (Blaclr CordiUera)  arid  the easten or 
main one tahs  in that region the name  Cordillera BIiwica  (Wh& 
Cordillera) because 0f  its Snow-cooered pealrss.  The Cordillera Gen- 
tral separates the Maranon and Huallaga rivers, while the Cordillera 
Oriental  separates the  Huallaga  &om  the  Pachitea  arid  uCayali. 
The Cordaera Central describes a curve, arid is ~ut  by the MaranoIl 
at the falls of Manseriche.  The Cordillera Oriental lowers, arid is   CU^ 
bJ'  the Huallaga at the FBaIls  of  Aguirre arid then runs in  a north- 
dire~tion  arid  joins  the  Cordillera  Central.  Humboldt states 
that it dies out in btitude 6'  15'.  mith this exception, it  be seen 
that in the nOrthern Part of  Peru the description by Raimondi does 
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not  differ  materially  from that by Humboldt.  Raimondi  gives  a 
description of  the Cordillera Occidentd and notes a list of  42 of its 
passes, which vary from 2,186 meters to 5,075 meters.  From Huama- 
chuco in latitude '7"  45'  southward the 27 passes are more than 4,000 
meters above the sea.  The lowest pass is that of  Huarmaca, in the 
department of  Piura, which is 2,180 meters. 
His further  description  of  this  Cordillera  as to structure,  age, 
and  Snow  line, etc.,  will be given under other.heads in this Paper. 
Here, however, it will be noted that he says the southern part of the 
Cordillera Occidental is not a single range, but rather a broad  ele- 
vated band or high plateau, On  which are situated volcanic Peaks.  It 
maY  perhaps  be  added  her8  with  propriety  that the  Continental 
Wide  is a continuous range arid that the volcanic Peaks do not fol- 
low the Cordillera, but are found in an irregular double line crossing 
the western part of  the high  The relation of  this line of 
Peaks to the change in direction of  the Cordillera is not unlike that 
of  a string to a bow. 
It will be remembered that H~mboldt  spoke of  a mountainous area 
to  the  east in the forest region.  Raimondi  did not tauch  on  this 
Point, and indeed it is not yet possible to  tell just what is the disposi- 
tion of  the mountains of this region, for although many explorations 
have been made the wooded country has prevented the mapping of 
the  topopaphio  features.  The  Cordillera  Central,  according  to 
Bumboldt, joins  the Occidental in the lmot of  Loja, in Ecuador. 
Perhaps Raimondi did not ttouch  on  this point in his description 
becaus?  Loja is outside of  Peru, and consequently beyond the 
~f bis e~olo~~ti~~~.  Ne seems to have accepted the statements 0f 
Numb~ldt  in his mapping. 
Wolf, however  (1892),  in his description of  the hdes,  says that 
he does not agree with the opinion that the Cordillera Oriental unites 
in the knot of Loja, as is shown on the map of  Ecuador by Santiago 
Y Morona and of Peru by Raimondi.  He states that the Cordillera 
by  the Pongo de Manse,riche  (Falls of  Manseriche) is the last 
branch  of  the Peruvian mountains which reaches the Amazon.  It 
aPPear~  not to be very high, since explorers speak of  600 meters at 
the localitY of the falls, arid he thinks that to the north it lowers and 
is lost in the plains  between the rivers Santiago and Morona. 
Wolf dso  sags that ,to the east of  Ecuador from whnre the rivers 
navigable the country is a great pl",  with sn1~  smßu areas 0f 
gradual undulations, arid that the high mountains of the old maps, as 
also thoae of Raimondi, are imaginary and do not exist. 
The accomptLnying 
maP (PI. I)  Shows the dis~ositiOn  of the 
Cordilleras according to the foregoing description  The 
Portion is from the  published bJ' Wolf* 394  ANNUffi  REPORT  SMITESONIAN  INSTITUTION,  1908. 
Tm  AMAZON  PLAINS REGION. 
It is to be regretted that so little systematized information is avail- 
able eoncening the*Amazon  region.  It has been explored principall~ 
along its greak waterways, and tlie forest has prevented travelers from 
obtaining comprehensive views of its physical features, which are of 
relatively minor relief.  There are some grassy plains.  These are of 
insignificant extent as compared with the tree-cowred area.  Most 
of  the sheets of  Raimondi's map in the hazon  region  are without 
hachures, and Wolf has called attention to the fact that the mountains 
shown to the east of  Ecuador and in a region which Raimondi did 
not visit are wholly fanciful.  A chain of hills or an rncarpment gives 
rise to the falls of  the Madierra River, but further than this there is 
litt10  found in the writings of  explorers  excepting the mention  of 
blufls along the streams and occasionally hilly areas.  ~ccordingl~, 
the region must be  for the present dismissed without further attem~t 
to describe or outline its physical features. 
The Cambrian has not been identified in Peru by means of  fossils* 
In SOme  instances in the literature the Cambrian has evidently not  been  yonsidered as  a  separate  era,  but  has  been  included  in  the 
Sllurlan according to former usage.  Accordingl?  formations have 
been  discussed  in  connection  with  the  Silurian  whicl1  may  be  of 
Cambrian age.  Sfeinmann  (1904)  has described green  slates near 
Chanchama~o,  whlch  he  S~YS  a~  ssurely  pre-Silurian,  but  the ab- 
0f fo~sils  does not permit of  their age behg proved,  He men- 
tions  having  lost  his  collections  of  fossils  from  Bolivia  whieh 
+
 
would  have thrown light On  the Cambrian arid Silurian  formationS. 
In  ~ection  from southern PerU  into Bolivia d>Orbigny  (1848) 
described  the  Silurian  aS  represented  in  the  Cordillera  orienta1, 
'v~~~~  lt has associated with it granite, whiCh he sbated  f0r-s the 
axis of the mountain rang0 and constitUtes some of the highe& 
(1861) outlined the area of  the silu;ian  as extending from 
north of  Cuz~O  in Peru along the Cordillera Oriental into ~olivia 
arid southward  to  be~ond  Potosi.  He found it to present physical 
features 
to the Silurian of  Europe, He says that it consists  - 
alntroduction  'O  Paper  h'  A.  ulrieh 0,  gcpa~aeou>ische  Versteinerungen  aus 
Bolivien,:' 
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of clay slates, ihales, snd quartzites, but he found no limestones.  The 
fossils which he collected were examined by Salter and showed that 
probably the whole Silurian is represented.  Forbes called attention 
to  the fact that the formation contains quartz veins, and that these 
have  given rise to auriferous  gravels.  He contradicted  the state- 
ment  of  d20rbigny that the pealr  Illimani in Bolivia is a granite 
peak  as shown in the section, arid says that Illimani and Illampu 
(Sorata) are composed of slates. 
Raimondi  (1867)  described the Cordillera  Occidental as contain-  ' 
ing slates cut by quartz veins carrying gold, and later (1873) in out- 
lining  the  geology  of  the Department of  Awachs he  classes the 
slates as silurian. 
In southern Peru  (1897) has classed the slates in the Prov- 
ince of  Carabaya arid Sandia as Silurian because of  the presence of 
graptolitas, and this classification was followed by l?fl~'cl<er  W~O, 
however, contributed little to our lcnowledge of the Silurian. 
Ochoa, in his bulletinb On  the Province of  Huanuco, in the central 
Part of the Peruvian Andes, makes a brief reference to the finding of 
graptolites near  Huacar,  from which  fact he concluded  that  the 
Silurian is present there. 
Steinmann  (1904) identified  by  means  of  graptolites the 10wer 
Silurian in the region  of  Tarma, also in the central region  0f  the 
Pemvian Andes,  arid he states that the granite associated with the 
Silurian in the Cordillera  Oriental  made  its appearance  in lower 
Silurian time. 
Parther to the north  Baimon&  (1873), in describing the geology 
~f the Department of  bcachs, states that in the Province of  Huari, 
near UCO,  in the valley Of  the Maranon, there are older sediments with 
beat formation of  talcose slabs with quaitz veins, which he refers 
t0 the Silurian, although he did not mention  any fossils.  He also 
states that there is a similar  area On  the western slope of  the Cordil- 
lera Nevada  (Occidental)  d  pallasca  Farther to the north and in 
the f~othill~  of  the Cordillera Occidental, in passing over the divide 
from Motupe to Olmes arid in the vicinity of  Olmos, the wnter saw 
extensive  exposures  of  slates  cut  by  numerous  quartz  veins  arid 
Stringers which have been prospected fox gold.  Mention is here made 
of  the srea because of  its resemblan~e  0  the Silurian, buk it should 
not be definitely classed until fossils have been found 
A Paper which has an important bearing On  the paleontol*gy  of 
the Silurian vas published by A.  U1 
,ich  (1892)  describing an ex- 
Informe  sobre  10s  yacimentos 
nuriferous  de  sandia, Bol.  Bel  Cuerpo  de 
1ngenier.s  de Minas ael Peru NO. 26,19059 Luis  pflucKer' 
bRecursOs minaales de la provinela  de Euanuc09 
Bol.  del  Cuerpo  de  In- 
genieros de Minas del Peru HO. 9,1904,  Nicanor  G'  Ochon 396  ANNUAL  REPORT  SMITHSONUN  INSTITUTION,  1908. 
tensive  collection of  fossils from  the  Silurian  and  Devonian of 
Bolivia made by Steinmann.  Inasmuch is  the Same faunas probably 
extend into Peru the descriptions of the fossils will be  of  value when 
similar studies are undertaken farther northward.  Recently Dereims 
(1906) has described the occurrence of  the Silurian at many placer 
in Bolivia, some of which are near the border of Peru in the Titicaca 
basin, although most of  them are to the south in the Cordillera Real 
(Oriental) of Bolivia, but he has not yet described his collections of 
fossils. 
DEVONIAN.  I 
8  The first recognition of  a Devonian locality which has a bearing 
0"  the geolog~  of  Peru was by  d'Orbigny  (1842), who made collec- 
I  tions in the Titicaca Lake region in Bolivia and found fossils which 
I  he described as characteristic of  that period. 
F'obes  (1861) when in the field did not distinguish the Devonian, 
but  included it with the upper Silurian.  Later he was induced by 
Salter, who  studied the collections of  fossils,  to show  the Devonian  ' 
in his section because  of  the finding of  Phacops  Zatifms, which is 
admitted to be  a truly Devonian species.  F'orbes>s  localities are in 
BoIivia, near Lake Titicaca. 
%.-  .  I 
Mention has already been  made of  the collections from Bolivia 
made by  Steinmann which were studied by  A.  Ulrich  (1892)  arid 
found  to  contnin  an  interesting series  of  Silurian  and  ~evonian 
fossils.  The descriptions by Ulrich will be of  vdue when the Devo- 
in adjacent parts of  Peru receives critical study. 
Still hter Dereims  (1906)  has  described  the occurrence of  the 
Devonian in Bolivia, near Lalrs Titicaca.  He says it consists of sand- 
stones of  different colors and thicknesses, alternating with shales of 
less importance.  He obtained a collection of  fossils, some of  which 
he mentions, but he has not yet published his paleontologic studies. 
All the foregoing literature pertains to Boli-&,  but it has n. direct 
bearing On  the eolo~  of  Peni, since the Devonian undoubtedly eX- 
tends across the border in the Titicaca basin.  Thus far no ~evonian 
fossils have been described from Peru, but Duefias a  (1907)  obtained 
fossils  fmm  Taraco  northwest  of  Lake  Titicaca  whiCh  Bravo 
has re~orted  to be  Devonian, although he did not debrmine them 
specificallv. 
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in Peru, since the localities are very near the border.  D'Orbigny also 
referred the roch at Arica to the Carboniferous on very slight evi- 
dence, but this has been refuted by Borbes.  The writer  found fos- 
sil~  at Arica, which, according to Bravo, are Cretaceous, although he 
did not determine them specifically. 
The Carboniferous areas examined by  firbes  (1861)  are On  the 
peninsula  of  Copacabana  and tlie  projecting headland  opposite on 
Lake Titieaca.  On account of a declaration of war Borbes was placed 
in a suspicious position, since these localities are on the frontier be- 
tween Peru and Bolivia.  He, howeoer, obtained a collection of fossils 
which were determined by Salter.  Borbes states that the Carbonif- 
erous is also to be found to  the north of Lake Titicaca. 
The fossils collected by Agassiz  (1876), together with some others, 
were  studied by Derby  (1816), who described 9 Carboniferous spe- 
from Yampata  arid  the island of  Titicaca.  He also  found  a 
Spirifer in materials brought by James Orton from the Pichis River, 
arid in his notes says that he has recognized Productus and Strepto- 
rhynchus from near Ma~obamba  in northem Peru.  Agassiz, in the 
notes accompanying Derby's Paper, states that specimens of  Fusulins. 
were sent to Mr. Brady for identification.  The notes as to the occur- 
rence of the Carboniferous are by Agassiz, who says that near Lake 
Titicaca it lies in a  limited elongated basin, with the axis in a 
northwest-southeast diredion.  He identified  the  Carboniferous at 
Vilca, Santa Lucia, arid Sumbay, and says that Mr.  Orrego stated 
that  Carboniferous is found  as far north  is Caylloma, arid quotes 
Orten as saying that Raimondi reported he bad traced the Carbonif- 
erous series to % height of  1,400 feet On  the Apurimac at a.  10calit~ 
@ermediate between the Pichis Eiver and CUZC~.  It would seem to 
the writer  that until fossils are found the identification of  the Gar- 
boniferous at the places mentioned by Agasiz, and especialb those 
reported  by  Mr.  Qrrego,  should  not  be  definitely referred  to  the 
Carboniferous.  The  writer  in  journeying  to  Gaylloma  observed 
sedimentary formations wliich appear to be Cretaceous. 
Balta  (1899)  reviewed the Carboniferous of  Peru arid pub1ished 
a sketch map showing two areas in which the Carboniferous bad been 
Shown  exist,  namely,  in the Titicaca basin arid the localit~  from 
which Qrton,s Carboniferous fossils Were obtained  IIe added noth- 
" 
ing especially new. 
CA~ON~~RO~~,  small  carboniferous  ar~  was reporkd"~  (lgoO) as 
bhg  found in %he 
of  paracas, just ~011th of Pisco'  On  the 
The  Carboniferous in Bolivia was studied by d,Orbigny  (i848), 
I 
described  a number of  fossils.  Th.  pacific  ~h~  formation  there ~ontains  some  thin  which 
lS was the first information 
gave  definite reason to suppose that the carboniferous  exists 
Boletin del Oue,..o de xngeniesos de Mim  del Pe1'u9 No' 45'  19' "''' 
a Nota  sobre el  cnsbonifepO  ia peninsula de pas8ens' 
'Eoaque  I'  Due'as. 
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I  an attempt is being made  to exploit.  With the  coal,  fossil plants 
i  were found by Fuchs.  This is an important addition to our Imowl- 
edge of  the  distribution  of  the  Carboniferous because of  the geo-  I 
graphic position of  the area.  E 
Steinmann  (1904)  reported  the  finding  of  a  few  oharacteristic 
Carboniferous fossils southeast of  Tarnia. 
The Carboniferous in Bolivia,  especially  in the region  of  Lake 
Titicaca, was studied by Dereims (1906), who describes the formation 
8s composed of sandstones and shales, witli a bed of  dark lirnestone at 
the base and with coal beds  He investigated the coal four leagues 
north  of  Mocomoco,  at Ococoyn  and  Calacala,  rvhere  it does  not 
exceed 80 centimeters and consists largely of  shale impregnated nitu 
carbonaceous matter and is not workable.  In the peninsula of  Copo- 
cabaca, near Yamupata, he saw thin beds of  coal, which have for- 
merly been worked, but the coal is rnixed with shale and contains so 
much si~lphur  that it can not be used.  He states that on the island 
of  Titicaca it is of  the Same  general character.  His conclusion in 
regard  to  the  Carboniferous in .Bolivia is that it b the lower  or 
Dmantian stage, and is everywhere marine and contains no workable 
or good coal. 
The Permian is not lmown  to be  present  in Peruvian  territorYa 
Certain sandstones in Bolivia which extend into 'southern  Peru in 
the Titicaca region  were  early  classed  as Permian  or  Triassic by 
Forbes because of their resemblance to the typical Permian of Russin  , 
described by Murchison.  Forbes, however, states that no fossils hav- 
ing been  found, the age of  the beds is a question for inquiry.  The 
formation contains  salt  and  gypsum  beds  and  native  eopper, the 
celebrated mines of  Cora-Cora being found in them, 
Steinmann (1906) has discussed the Cora-Cora copper deposits arid 
has given the name Puca sandstone to the formation in which the~ 
are found.  He says that the formation comprises the youngest ma- 
"e  Sediments in Bolivia and has  a thiclrness of  more  than 1,000 
meters.  By the finding of  fossils near Potosi, in southern Boliviap 
in related formations a higher age than Jura is indicated, arid accord- 
he assigns them to the Cretaceous. 
=ereims  (1906)  SaYs  that at Santa Lucia, near Potosi, he foud 
reddish sandstones and reddish gypiferous shales with  some  beds 
that are calcareous, which are of  Permian age.  The calcareous bed is 
full of  ~hW7Lwa  p0808ensd8, first describe(l by d>Orbigny.  He re- 
marks that d7Orbigny has referred this formation to the Trias on 
lithologic grounds, fiut from the fossils it appears that it is Permian- 
'  Steinmann, Ro@k  and V.  Bistrnus.  Zentraiblatt  ~fi~eralogie 
ete.2  1904,  P  3,  ZU  Geologie des sudostichen ~~li~i~~~.  . 
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Carboniferous or Permian.  It  will be remembered that d9Orbigny 
described Chemnitzia potosensis from the Triassic, but the diagnostic 
value of  the genus for indicating the Carboniferous or Permian mag. 
well  be  questioned, since the  genus is  also found  in the Mesozoic. 
Moreover. it will be recalled that the evidence by Steinmann just cited 
is opposed to the conclusions of Dereims. 
D'Orbigny  (1842)  referred to the Triassic a series of  variegated 
reddish sandstones in Bolivia,  He found  a  number of  fossils but 
mentions only one, Chemfiit&a potosensis, the others liaving been lost. 
The age of  these beds seems to still be in doubt, Dereims having re- 
ferred them  (1906) to the permo-Carbonifer~~~  as has already been 
mentioned. 
Later Borbes (1861) commented on the classification by d'@bi&n~ 
arid  states that it would  appear that d'Orbigny  proceeded On, the 
supposition that no  link in the geologic  chain should be  deficlent. 
Forbes classed these rocks as Permian or Jurassic, but stated that 
their age is a question requiring more study. 
Rkimondi  (1873) in bis volume on  the Depsstment  of  ~C&S 
classed as Triassic certain  red  sandstones and shales with salt and 
gypsum.  This seems to liave been done in accordance with the gen- 
erd relations of the ro&s  arid to malre the geologic s~ccession  com- 
It will be remembered  that the fossils sent by Raimondi to 
Gabb were not given close diagnostic values, and SO the clnssification 
by  Raimolldi  hns really  little value.  .In several places. Raimondi 
speaks of  the Triassic as being pfesent, but unfort~natel~  little reli- 
ruioe  can be placed On  this.  According to Shinmhnn's later writin@ 
(1904) the red sandstones and shales with salt arid gYPsum beds are 
to be  classed as aretaceous (Lover Liassic).' 
D'orbigny  (1842)  foulld  no fossils. of  Jurassic age and did not 
color  any part of  bis section as Jurassic.  He discussed the prob- 
abilities of its being pr~ent  in South America.  - 
Crosnier  (1$52), in bis e~~lorations  on the esst slope of  the cor- 
dillera Occidental, found some fossils which were determined b~ M* 
Rayle as Jurassic.  He rnentions an Arca 1ike Arca gaOnelis of the 
8eocomian,  Also an Ammonite from near Oroya Was  likewise de- 
termined as Jurassic. 
Forbes  (1860)  classed as Jurassic  or permian  series consisting 
principally  of  sandstones aggreg  ating more than 6800 feet.  These 
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I  roch were classed by d70rbigny  as Devonian and carboniferous and  1  in part Triassic, but he cited no fossils  Forbes says that the beds 
formed that a complete Saurian head had been  extracted from the  I  contain plant remains  (coniferous indeterminable)  and lie was in-  , 
beds by M.  Ramon Due, but was not successful in obtaining it nor 
some fossil bones and teeth now in the Museum of Avignon in France, 
sent there by M. Granier of La Paz.  The character of these beds, as 
already stated in describing the Permian, is like the typical Permian 
of  Russia.  Forbes concluded that their age must await the finding 
of  fossils.  i 
Raimonai  (1873), in his  study of  the Department  of  Ancachi 
classes as Jurassic certain formations containing  coal and yielding 
ammonite fossils.  However, he had no other determination for bis 
fossils than that furnished by Gabb, which was not very critical arid 
SO  we must rely on later work for the differentiation of the Jurassic, 
It will be Seen  later that the plants and invertebrates from the coa1 
horizon of  the Cordillera Occidental have been  shown to be  Creta- 
ceous.  However, Raimondi in some instances was probably correct in 
assigning formations to the Jurassic, since it is now known to be 
ent arid has yielded numerous fossils.  Bravo has called attention to 
the  fact that Gottsche  has made mention  of  an ammonite from 
Morococha which is in the Freiburg collections. 
Fossil ammonites from Huallanca, in the Departrnent of Ancachs, 
collected by  Durfeldt md belonging to the Dreiburg Museum, were 
studied by  Steinrnann (1881)  and considered by  him as indicating 
the Tithon (which is homotaxial with the Portlandian)  and belang- 
%  in the upper part of  the Jurassic. 
The island of  San Lorenzo at Callao was examioed by Dana, arid 
his description is published in the report of  the Wilkes expedition 
(1849).  He made  some  detailed  sections of  the roclcs  and found 
some fossils which he considered as indicating the oolitic.  He refers 
a footnote to the fact th?t James Delafield had reported  upon 
some fossils which Doctor Brinkerhoff had collected from the island 
and presented to the New  York Lyceum of  Natural History.  Dela- 
field did not ventur;t an opinion as to the age of the fossils. 
Doctor Pickering, who was with Dana, found an ammonite at the 
lead of  the Ohancay Valley at an elevation 01  15,000 feet in roclrs 
slmilar to those of  San Lorenzo Island.  This specimen is described 
in the a~~endix  of  the report as Ammnh  pickdring&  Some fos- 
sil~  from Trujillo are also figured. 
'mer  Jurassiche  versteinerungen  aus  der  Argentintsche  Cordiliere.  Dr. 
Carl Gottsche, Cassel. 18752  ,  --.U. 
'Aner.  Journ. Sei., Vol. 38, p.  201,1839. 
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D'Orbigny  discussed  the occurrence of  the  Cretaceous in South 
America, and in his section shows an extension of  porphyritic roclrs 
On  the West  slope of  the  Cordillera  Occidental; he  did not  differ- 
entiate the Cretaceous, but evidently included  them with  the por- 
phyries with which they are interbedded. 
In the section which Forbes made from Arica to Bolivia he classi- 
fied (1861) as oolitic (Liassic) the roch  at Arica, which he describes 
as shales, claystones, and embedded porphyries, and stated os his rea- 
son for doing so that to the south of  the district which he studied 
the  roch are abundantlp fossiliferous  and had  yielded  to the re- 
searches  of  Bayle  and  Coquand  and  Phillipi  about  35  species  0f 
recognized oolitic forms.  On bis map he showed a considerable ex- 
tent of  oolitic in the Cordillera Occidental of southern Peru. 
Apparently,  Raim~ndi  attempted to identi$  the fossils which he 
collected, although he did not  them.  He evidently used the 
fossils as n.  guide in determining as best he could the ~e  of the sedi- 
1nentary formation, which he discusses in his various wrltings.  When 
he  sent his collections to Gabb to be described he accompanied them 
b~ a letter (1867) in which he ~utlined  the geographical distribution 
of  the  sedimentary  formations  of  Peru.  According  to  his .idea, 
Cretaceous (with Juras&,  Lias, arid Trias) is distributed principally 
in the western Cordillera.  He thought the stratifed roclrs near the 
Port of  Axcon, at San Lorenzo, near Callao, and at Chorillos, to be 
Jurassic  or Lias&.  These localities have since proven to be  Creta- 
CeOUS,  as will soon appear in this Paper.  Unfortunately, Gabb'~  de- 
termination of  the Mesozoic  fossils was delayed  and, moreover, he 
did not give to them such diagnostic value ss  would help Raimondi to 
revise his ideas in bis later writings. 
In  his volume On  the Department of Ancachs he classed  (1.~7~)  as 
Cretaceous  certain limestones with echinoderms, oysteri arid other 
fossils.  This seems to be  correct as viewed  in connection with  the 
determination  of  the Cretaceous in other  localities,  .. 
where it 
S~S~S  1argelY  of  limestone and contains similar f~~slis- 
In his geological slcetches (1876) Agassiz states that Mr. TVilliam 
chandless,  upon  bis  return  from  the  River Purus,  pmsented him 
with fossil remains of the high&  interest and undoubtedly belang- 
ing t~ the Cretaceous.  They wre  collected  on  the  Aquir~, 
latitude 10°-llo south, longitude  6T0-690 west, in localities varying 
from 430  to 650 feet above sea level.  Among the material, remains 
of  a Morosaunis  arid of fishes were found.  Chandless '  SaYS  that the 
material identified by  Agassiz  consisted of  two perfectly ~reserved 
vertebrsa of Morosaurus.  These are the only vertebrab remalns thus 
"  Notes on the xiver Aquiry, the principal affluebt of  the Purus:' 
Chandless, Journal Royal Geogr. sec., Val. 38,  P. 119. far mentioned  as from  the  Cretaceous  of  Pem.  It  may  not  be 
improper to recall, in this connection, that Forbes in discussing the 
Permian or Triassic  of  Bolivia  says that he was inforlned that  ti 
complete Saurian head  had been extracted  from the beds and also 
some  fossil boiies  and teeth.  This material appears never  to have 
been studied critically and not even a generic name has been applied. 
The Mesozoic  fossils sent to  Gabb by Baimondi  were  described 
(1877) and figured, but since then they have not been revieived mit- 
idy  and  studied in connection mith further collections, escepting 
that the descriptions have been  referred to by later worlters.  Th0 
o~inions  which  Gabb ventured  to give were not very  definite, 
would naturally be  tlie case in dealing with meager  and scattered 
co~lections.  In several  instances  he  simply  stated the age of  the 
beds  according to the opinion  of  Raimondi.  Gabb gave vith bis 
Paper a synopsis of  tlre  South American invertebrate l~aleontol~g~ 
arid a bibliography of  South American paleontology. 
number  of  fossils collected by Durfeldt from the coal-bearing 
formation  at  Pariatambo,  Peru,  and  belonging  to  the  Breiburg 
Museum,  were  studied  by  Steinmann  (1881)  and  determined  as 
indicating the Albien and marine origin of  the beds. 
This was the first Paper by Steinmann dealing critically with the 
~aleontology  of  Peru.  To him and his colaborers we  are indebted 
for a number  of  subsequent Papers which  are published under bis 
supervision  as  Contributions  to the Geology  and Paleontology  of 
South Qmerica. 
The material from Peru studied by Gerhnrdt  (189'1)  consisted of 
B  block  containing  fossils  from Morococha  (Pariatambo), sent by 
Don Jose  Barranca, of  Lima, to Doctor Steinmann.  By dissolvil% 
the stone in acid a small fauna was obtained.  me  additional fossils 
from the Strasburg Museum were those collected by Reiss and Stube1 
from  the Same  place.  With tlris  material  he was  better  able t0 
determine the age of  the beds which Gabb bad considered as ~iassie 
und  Steinmann had  determined  as Albien  On  the barder  between 
UPPer  arid  hver Cretaceous.  . He concludes  that the  c~al-bearing 
beds of Panatambo are of marine origin, and that certainb  in Albien 
time in Peru a fauna reigned which was related to that of  EuroPe 
aiid north Qfricn.  In  studying the fossils of Venezuela he identified 
Ammonit85  Afidii Gabb from Peru with a Venezuela Lenticras, arid 
so concluded that the lower Senon was present in Peru. 
~aleontological  Paper On  the Cretaceous of  South America, by 
Paulck@ (1903), in so far as it pertains to Peru, is a filling out of  the 
fauna ~tudied  by Gerhardt and extends our bowledge of the ~pper 
Cretaceous.  Most  0f  the specimens  were  collected uy  Reiss  and 
Stubel  in  Cajamarca arid nearby places in northern Peru,  but some 
wwe  collected by  J. Bamberger.  He foound the  Senonian  of  the 
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upper Cretaceous represented.  He  says, in summing up concerning 
the lower Cretaceous, that in Peru the only highest part of the lower 
Cretaceous (the Albien) is certainly known and the Neocomian prob- 
' 
ably may be present.  .  . 
In  various bulletinsa of the Corps of  Engineers of Mines of  Peru 
J. J. Bravo has published  (1904-1906)  determinations of  Cretaceous 
fossils and has described some species.  This is tlie most important 
werk done in paleontology by a Peruvian.  Through his efforts the 
Corps is gradually acquiring a collection of  fossils and developing  P* 
paleontologic literature.  Bravo has called attention to the fact that 
previously Pfluclrer y Rico had collected fossils and given a relationU 
of  localities arid  a list of  fossils obtained in the districts of  Yauli 
(Morococha), but the collections vere lost.  He also cites two species 
of  Pse~do-ceratite~  from Yauli, described by Hyatt.0 
In  1904 Habich, in  his report on the coal deposits of  Checras, in the 
hovince of  ChancayP rnentions the finding of  Cretaceous fossils in 
limestones and plants'in tlre coal-bearing beds. 
Similarly Malaga Santolalla  (1904)  found fossils in Hualga~oc' 
arid concluded  that the middle or upper part of  the Cretaceous  is 
represented tliere.  He  gives r  a list of  fossils from the Province 
of  Cajamarca described by various authors. 
.. 
In  his report On  the Province of  Colendin  ff he likewise gives a list 
of  Cretaceous fossils  Lissen (1905) collected a few fossils from near 
~horullos,  just  south of  Lima, arid  describedrL  some Annelid tubes, 
arid a new  species SonneyaB pfl~cl&~i  and redescribes S. Raimondi- 
anus  Gabb. 
In the minter  of  19034 Steinmann made some collections in the 
Cordillers esst of Lima arid from the Island San Lorenzo in front of 
Callao.  This material was studied by  Neumanii, who also included 
some fossils in the Hamburg Museum, from Lueha, and the quebrada 
of  Huallauca, in the Province of  Ancachs.  In his report (1907) he 
sags  that up to this  time  the Cretaceous  was  vepy  incompletely 
hown and that according to his lmowledge no lomer Cretaceous bad 
been  found.  The fossil  plant3 fron~  San Lorenzo, studied by Neu- 
'  BnlletinS xos.  10,  19,  21,  25, 35, 51, dealing with the provinces of  Cajatamboy 
Oajabnmba, Fata%,  the distyict of Moroeocha, the provinces of  Jauja arid Huan- 
CWO,  and the Prodnce of  HuamachuCo, respectively. 
bapunteS  el distrito mheral de Yauli, Annales de Const* Chiles  de 
Minas del Peru, Tome 111, ,1883. 
C Pseudo-ceratites of  the CretaceouS, U. 
S. Geol, Survey hlonogra1)h DIV,  1903. 
6  gol, de C~erpo  de Ing. de linas  aet Peru NO, 1s  P  8.  V.  de Ha''''. 
C Bol. No.  6.  I 
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mann, were  found  to  be  Neocomian  (Wealdan)  flora.  The faunn 
from San Lorenzo was also referred to the Neocomian.  The fnuna 
from Huallauca, Lucha, and Chaco was found to be Albien, with the 
Rotomagien (  2) lower Cenomian also represented at  Huallauca.  The 
Santonien was determined at Abra de Charata  (between Oroya arid 
Tarma), and from Lucha and Huallauca and Le Quinua.  The rich 
n~aterial  described  increased  the number  of  Senonian  fossils from 
Peru  and  contained some  entirely new  forms, while  the Wealdan 
flora was the first found in South herica. 
It will be  remembered that Steinmann  (1906) has referred to the 
Cretaceous the  Puca  sandstone formation, so  named  by  him  arid 
which  includes the  Cora-Cora copper  mines  of  Bolivib  This has 
alread~  been discussed under the heading of the Permian.  The PUC~ 
sandstone extends into Peru. 
TERTIARY. 
Marine Tmtiary of  the Pacific coast. 
The marine Tertiary of  the southern coastal plains was described 
by Forbes (1860), who called it the  Tertiary and diluvial forrnation 
of  the  coast.''  This  formation  is  also  shown  in the  section  by 
d'orbigny  (1842)  and by  Pissis  (1856), who, however, did not de- 
70te much attention to it.  According to Forbes the Tertiary extends 
inland  from the stretch of  low  coast lying to the north of  Arien, 
formiig gently sloping plains  which show  evidence of  ancient sea 
beaches-  Th0 plains are composed of  sand, earth, and gravel, ~ith 
abundant fragments of  porphyritic rocks from the mountains to the 
esst-  porbes mentions a trachytic volcanic formation se&ngly  con- 
tem~qraneous  with the plains formation, which appears to have been 
deposlted while they were still under water.  This volcanio  material 
is in the form of  tuffs  and ashes and has subsequently been  coveed 
by other deposits.  -  -. 
In 9cussing the saline deposits of  the coastal plains  (especiallY 
terrltory that now is in Chile) Wrbes advances the idea that with 
the enception of  the boracic-acid compounds, the presence of  which 
is due to volcanic causes, all the salines are such as would be left b~ 
eva~orating  sea water or by mutual reactions of  Saline mattem thus 
left.  This lacustrine hypothesis  he  applies to the nitrate deposits 
arid states that the chain of  liills to the west is  such  as might On 
elevation have inclosed a series of  lagoons in tidal communi~ation 
with the sea.  For the saline deposits at high ele~ations  he includes 
the fnctor of rainfall and states that they are not so characteristi~  of 
the lagoon  the bwer deposits near the coast. 
The next reference to the Tertiary of  the coast is conce&g  the 
formations in the northern coastal plains.  bang the fosails sent 
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by  Raimondi  to Gabb there was a  collection  from Payta. 
Gabb, 
in addition to describing them  (1869)) states that one set of  four 
or five specimens was made up of extinct forms, while the remainder 
appeared to be Pliocene. 
Orton  (1870)  mentions som;  fossil sh<"-  . 
he collected from the bluff  at P  '  -- " 
:IIS  of  living species which 
~pa  anu which were determined by 
Gabb. 
The portion  of  the Tertiary formations of  the  northern  coastal 
plain lying between Payta arid the Ecuadorian frontier was explored 
and  described by  Grzybowslri (1899).  He traveled  from Payta to 
Talare, thence to Tumbez,  arid up the Tumbez River to Casadero, 
from which place he returned to the coast.  He made the following 
divisions of ihe Tertiary : 
Pliocene -----------.  Conglomerate --------.  P  formation. 
Brown  shales  ------------  TZllara f ormation. 
Upper  ~andstone  Zorrieos. formation. 
Lower Miocene-----Bituminous  shales-------+Eeath  formation. 
Oligocene ,---------  Hieroglyphic  and massive 
sandstone  Ovibos formation. 
He collected  arid  described  fossils from these  formations.  The 
Oligocene, however, he distinguished  more from stratigraphic rela- 
tion~  than by fossils.  The Paper  is accompanied by  a sketch map 
arid sketch sections showing the localities whee the formations were 
f~und.  He  obsemed a pnite  outcrop at  Rica Playa, on the Tumba 
River, and called certain rocks in the region of  Casadero Paleozoic, 
b~t  did not identify them by means of  fossils.  He  reragded the Palee- 
ozoic as pushed up through the broken Tertiary.  At Payta he noted 
a shale formation (no fossils) On  which the Tertiary rests. 
Lac~strihe  Tertiary of  tL Sierra. 
In  the Bolivian  Plateau  d70rbigng (1842)  described an  ancient 
alluvial and pampean fomation, the relations of  which are shown 
in the section accompanying his report.  Pissis  (1856)  also showed 
this formation but with an interbedded stratum of  volcanic tuff in 
the Titicaca basin region. 
Forbes  (1860)  described the Same deposits under the name "De- 
lu'vial of  the Interior>'  arid esplained that it  varies from J?lace to 
place according to the rocks from which it is deriqed.  In bis section 
he shows locally a bed of  trachytic tuff and explalned that it is Seen 
in  the valley of La Paz, in Bolivia. 
Agassiz  (1876)) in the  paper  accompanying bis  hydrographic 
~ketch  of  Lake Titioaca, noted the lake deposits in the Titicaca  basin 
and said that there are terraces up to 30040  feet above the present 
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sion when  at that stage.  The most  definite of  these  comments is, . 
that in the direction of  Pucara  (to the northwest) the lake reached 
to Sta. Rosa.  He also remarked that Tiahuauaco,  which  is a 
of  a  temple older  than the Inca civilization,  is 76  feet above the 
present  level of  tlie lake.  From this we may judge that since the 
Indo-humanic  period,  as recorded by the oldest monuments in th@ 
region, the lake has not fallen more than 75  feet. 
In journeying to the departments of  Huaucavelica and Ayacucho,  . 
Crosnier passed tlirough the valley of ~auja,  where he found a for- 
mation which he considered (1852) to have been  formed in an inter- 
Andean lah  about 30 miles long and from 9 to 12 miles wide.  The 
deposits  are described  as consisting  of  clays  and gravels such 
would have been transported by streams.  He  estimated the thiclmess 
at  from 600 to  700 feet (200 to 300 meters) . In  the basin of Ayacucho 
he also found a Tertiary deposit consisting of  marls and tuffs.  No 
proof  as to the age of  these beds was given, but they were classed ar 
Tertiary from their general relations. 
In  his bulletin on the Mineral Resources of the Provinces of  Jauja 
"d  Hllancayop Duefias (1906) says tlint the valley of  Jauja  was in 
f~rmer  times the bottom of a great lake, which, by cutting the canyon 
vhich is its natural outlet, has gone dry.  The lake deposits he con- 
sidered to be of  glnco-fluvial origin.  He published two photograph~ 
of river terraces cut in these deposits.  Duefias does not refer to tlle 
description of  the lacustrine formation by ~rosniei,  with which he 
no do~bt  was familiar.  The action of  glaciers in connection  with 
fluvial action brings-in a  new factor to explain the origin of  the beds. 
The author has Seen  a portion of  the Jauja Valley,  and is inclined 
to doubt that glacien contributed directly to form the deposits,  al- 
though products of  glacial action were undoubtedly  brought in by 
rivers.  If,  however, lalre beds were all deposited  during the glacial 
period we must refer them to the'Pleistocene of  the Quaternary arid 
not to the Tertiary, as was done by  Crosnier.  This is a matter for 
further studv. 
To the nokhwest of  the Titicaca  Basin,  Duefias  (1907)  observed 
certain deposits in the Department of Cuzcop whioh he says are prob- 
ably of  lacustrine origin.  They occur at several localities, differing 
considerably in character.  Ne mentions beds of  tuffs and a stratum 
of  tripoli, in which he reported finding sporige spicules  Because of 
finding tl~ese  spicules he says that one might be induced lo suppose 
that in Tertiary times southern Peru was under  the Pacific Oceano 
This is an unfortunate remarlr, since it is liable to be perpetuated  in 
the literature by being q~oted  without questioning whether spicules 
"Bol.  Quer00 de Ing. de itfinns NO. 35. 
'Aspeeto  Pinet-0  del  De~n~tmento  de~  CUZC~, BOI.  del  Cuerpo  de  ~ng.  de 
Minna  Peru NO.  63.  Enrique I, Duehs, 1907,  ' 
of  marine sponges are actually present in the deposits.  Although 
Duefias finally accepts the lacustrine theory for the deposits, he goes 
rather far when he remarks that it is nothing wonderful to suppose 
that Lake Titicaca once  ez;tended  kto'the DepartmeqG of  CUZCO. 
From what the writer has Seen  of  the topography it appears dto- 
gether improbable; and, moreover, the theory of  local lakes would 
account in a more satisfactory manner for the occurrence of the for- 
mations. 
TertZary of  the Amuaon region. 
James  Orton,  in his explorations  of  the upper Amazon  Valley, 
collected some shells from pebas, dich  he submitted to Gabb, Wh0 
determined them (1868)  as late Tertiary.  Because of the finding of 
these  shells,  Orton refuted the theory of  the glncial origin of  the 
C~~YS  of  the Amazon basin presented by Agassiz and discussed later 
in this report.  Orten  (1870)  gives a description  of  the exposures 
along his route of  travel.  He says that along the Napo River the 
only spot where the rocks are exposed is near Napo village, where 
\  there is a,  bed of  da&  dipping east.  Farther west, at  the f00t 
of  the Ecuadorian Andes, the ~revailing  roclc was found by him to 
be mica schist.  The entire Napo country is covered with an alluvial 
bed  on an average 10 feet thiclc.  The formation of  the bhff  near 
Pebas he  described  as consisting of  fine laminated  clays  of  many 
colors, resting On  a bed of  lignite  or bituminous shale and a coarse 
iron-cemented conglomerate. 
After Gabb described the collection of shells hom Pebas, a larger 
collection was made by Mr.  J&mxwell,  a part from Pebas buh m0st 0f 
them from 30 miles below Pebas, at Pichua.  Arnong them Conrad 
found (1870) seven species of Pachydon (Gabb), a genus which 
not Have  any living  representative  and is very  difierent from any 
existini fresh-water genus.  He says that it is not possible to state 
without doubt what the relative stratigraphic position of  the p0uP 
maY be, but if all the species are extinct it can not be later than Ter- 
tiary, and that it may have lived in  fresh or brackish mater, but it is 
certainly not of marine origin. 
A collection made by Mr. Steere at Pebas was examined b~ Conrad 
(1874), who questioned there being evidence of  the marine vrigin of 
the shells. 
QUATERNBRP. 
OC~URRENC~~:  Ol?  SNOW  PEAEs. 
Rumboldt, in  bis personal narrative (1814),  called attention to tlle 
ahsence of  Snow  peaks  between the Nevada  Huaylillas in  btitude 
7" 55'  arid chimb&razo  in Ecuador, 
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Raimondi  (1873)) in speaking of  the Cordillera Occidental, says 
that Snow peaks are numerous in southern Peru, but that the most 
colossal and gigantic are those in the portipn Imown as the Cordil- 
lera Blanca, in the Department of Ancachs.  Cerro Hundoy, in front 
of  Caraz, is 6,828 meters high, while the bicuspate mountain Huas- 
can, which dominates Yungay, rises to an elevation of  6,668 meters 
in its northern peak and 6,721 meters in its southern peak.  This is 
near the northern termination of  the perpetual snow,  He also states 
that Huaylillas is the most northern Snow peak in Peru. 
In the Cordillera Central and lilrewise in the Oriental there 
Snow  peaks which  are mentioned by many writers, but thus far no 
special study of  the distribution of  the perpetual Snow has been made. 
THP LOWPB  LI~T  OF  PERPETU~L  SNOW. 
Pentland (1830) made numerous observations as to the occurrence 
arid hw-  limit of perpetual snow in southern Peru arid in territor~ 
which is now  in Bolivia.  He placed the limit at 17,061 feet, arid W- 
rived  at the eonclusion that it  is higher than would  naturally b@ 
expected  and  especially  when  compared  with  peaks  nearer  the 
Equator.  He attempted to explain this anomaly as due to aridity 
arid excessive evaporation.  Raimondi  (1879)  has gven 14,700 feet 
aS  the average of  the lowest limits in the Department  of  Ancachs, 
In the Cordilleras) in the southern part of  Peru, he places the limit 
at 15,100 feet or more.  IIe commented on the previous observations 
arid explained that there seems to be  a  considerable error in Pent- 
land's  determinations of  altitudes and considers the deductions from 
them as erroneous  Raimondi gives the following table of the gen- 
erall~  admitted elevation of  the lower limits of  perpetual Snow : 
Meters.  0°, or at  the Equator -------------  --------  --------------- 4, SO0 
20'  SOuth ------------------  ...........................  4,600 
45"  south ----  .....................  --------------------U-  2,500 
60"  south --------------  --------------------------------W  1,500 
After examining the evidentes of  glaciation in Bolivia and ~0~1th- 
Peru, HauthaJ  (1906) in a short notice gave as bis opinion that 
dlmatlc conditions similar to those of  the present prevailed  during 
the glacial ~eriod)  but that a lower temperature, due to cosmic c~,us@, 
gave rise to glaciers f~om  certain centers, arid that there was no gen- 
eral glaciation.  - 
Duenas (1907),  in his report on the Department of  Cuzco, examined 
the glaciated rnass of  igneous rock bown as the  Rodadero " On  the 
'  Quartare vergletscherung der ~nden  in Bolivien  und  Peru, zeitschrift für 
gletscherkunae, Band  Heft 3,  September, 190% p. 203~ 
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hill  above  the town  of  Cuzco, and expressed  his opinion that the 
whole  valley in which Cuzco lies was occupied by  a glacier.  The 
evidence given  for so geat a glacier is not quite so  complete as 
might be wished, at least its lowest limit should be determined.  Ac- 
cording to Dueiias the elevation of  the Rodadero is 3,900 meters; the 
present limit of  perpetual Snow in that region is at 4,300 meters, and 
Cuzco is at 3,450 meters. 
Undoubtedly the limit of  perpetual Snow was much lower during 
the glacial period.  Just how much lower, is a question deserving of 
study.  Raimondi has noted (1873) the occurrence of  moraines nluch 
below the present Snow line in the Cordillera Blanca. 
At many  places near the Snow  fields dandoned cirques may be 
Seen  below  the  limits of  the ~er~etual  Snow  and  the  diminutive 
glaciers of  the present  time.  The writer  has studied  the glacier 
beds  and  moraines  in the vicinity  of  Poto to the north  of  Lake 
Titicaca in the Cordillera  Oriental and has estimated that in the 
glacial period the ice fields extended about 2,500 feet lower tlian th0 
In 1835 Darwin visited Peru arid landed at Callao, buh because of 
the troubled political condition he saw but little of  the country.  He 
reported finding on  San Lorenzo Islana, in front of  the bay, three 
obscure terraces, the lower one of  which, at a height of  85 feet above 
the sea, is covered by a bed a mile in length almost wholly composed 
of  shells of  18 species now living in the adjoining sea.  He found a 
bed of more weathered shells at an elevation of  170 feet.  Among the 
shells at 85 feet above the sea he found some thread, plaited rushes, 
arid the head  of  a stalk of  Indian corn,  From these facts he con- 
cludes that within the Indo-human period there has been an elevation 
of  85 feet.  [These observations by Darwin have been often quoted, 
arid only last year an excursion composed of  professors and students 
from the School of  Mines at Lima visited the island to study these 
terraces, and failed to resch a definite opinion in regard t0 the vaue 
of ~arwin's  conclusions.] 
OBSERVATIONS  AT  SAN  LORENZO  ISLAND  DANA. 
B~rtunatel~,  the  of Darwin have been competently criticized 
b~ Dana, mho  (1840) visited the locality ns a membe~  of  the Wihs 
aIn nopf&ern  Bolivia  Artmr ü\  mendt  has obses~~ed  that the glaciere  0i 
nlimani  ans  Soiata  have  their  lower  termination  at an  eleyation  of  about 
~~,OOO  feet, ans tbat the  giaciers reachea down t0 15.000 feet  (hoc. 
her. In&,  blining  ~ng.,  1890,  vol.  19, P.  85.)  AgassiZ  (186s)~  lt 
remembered, regarded the clays arid supedcial deposits of  ae  maZ0*  Valley 
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expedition.  His writings on this question seem  to have been  over- 
looked, or are at least not so well hown as those of  Darwin.  He 
doubts the conclusions of  Darwin, and says that the San Lorenzo 
shells are in an irregular bed  and not stratified, but are spread out 
just  underneath the soil, and, moreover, there is  an absence of  an 
inner cliff on  the island, and nothing was sem which could  confi- 
dently be referred to as terraces.  He  studied the sea cliff on the front 
of  the delta formation to the south of  CaUao at a place where it is 
from 45 to 65 feet high.  In  this cliff he found remnants of trees arid, 
in an upper layer, comminuted recent shells.  He regards this clifl 
as funiishing evidence of  an elevation since the beds were deposibd, 
buh  SaYS  that to fis the time may rsquire some further attention than 
the f acts observed. 
A short distance to the north of  Callao is the small port of hone 
Archeologic researches have made hown to us the very intereshing 
rmains of  a fishing town of at least great antiquity.  These remains 
arid especially the interred mummies are but a  few feet above the 
~resent  beach.  The proximity  of  Amon  to  Callao precludes the 
~robability  that an elevation  of  the  coast at Callao  which would 
have raised  San Lorenzo  Island  85  feet  would  not have -affected 
Ancon,  end the writer  wishes to adduce this as the most  definite 
proof  obtainable that the coast in thnt vicinity has remained nearl~ 
~tationary  during the Indo-human period. 
In a letter to Charles Lyel1,a  Lieutenant Freyer says that to the 
8011th  of  .the Morro  of  Arica, on  indistinct terracw, wherever the 
rot  is exposed there are Balani and encrusting Millepora, and that 
at 8 height of  about 20  to 30  feet they are as abundant and almest 
as perfect as at the shore.  At upwards of  50  feet they still occur, 
but  abraded by the blowing sand, an4 there are traces of  them 
at still greater heights. 
From MejiUones, in Chile, northward to Arios. Forbes found  at 
inte~vals  shell beds containing e~clusively  sheiis of species now  in- 
habiting these waters.  These shells are at smaU intervals above th0 
Sen, but do not reach a height of  40 feet.  He stated that he was not 
successful in  finding Balani  and  Milleporas  attaChed to the sides 
of the Morro of Arica, and armes that no ver- perceptible elewtion  - 
'  Proc.,  Val.  11, P.  179, published 1835,  i 
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can  have taken  place during three hundred  and fifty years as is 
shown by the position of  Indian tumuli.  He called attention to ho~ 
shells may be transported inland by human agencies, by birds, winds, 
and drifting sands, and advises caution in accepting the mere pres- 
ence of  shells as a proof  of elevation. 
OBSEBVATIONS  IN NOBTHEBN  CHILE  BY  &,EXANDER  AQASSIZ  AND L.  I?.  POUXTALES. 
In line with the statements by Lieutwant Freyer it may be noted 
that in northern  Chile, in a ravine 20 miles inland from Pisapa at 
Beringuela (at Tilibiche), at an c!levation  of 2,900-3,000  feet, "  recent 
coralsn were  found  by  Agassiz,  who  says  thnt  they  indicate  an 
inland sea  connected with the Pacific Qcean, and that there is ac- 
cordingly reason to believe that the continent hos been rsised "  within 
a comparatively recent period." 
'The corals were  described by  Pourtales.  It  is stated that they 
Were  fossilized into a  compact limestone and consisted of  two new 
species  One was referred to a genus not represented in any iower 
Strata than the Tertiary, arid is not now  living an the Pacific CO~S~ 
of  herica.  The other species vas referred to a genus which had 
up  to that time  been  described  only  from Jurassic  and  Triassic 
f ormations. 
The writer wishes to call attention to the fact that the fossils do 
not date the 'L comparatively recent ~eriod  " and do not furnish evi- 
dence which is more oonvincing than the relations of  the Tertiary 
Sediments, which are widely distributed in the coast region. 
RAPID  RE~~~~A~~~~~~~  OB T-  TIRTLARY  AND QUA~RNARY  01"  THE 
COAST. 
The writer in traveling through  tlie  coast  of  Peru studying the 
geology in relation to the underground  waters, observed the  OCCU~- 
rence and distribution of  the Tertiary fornlations in so far aS  Was 
Possible in the time allotted to his mork, and has outlined the occur- 
rence of the formations in tue bulletins by bim published by the Corps 
of  Engineers  of  Mines of  Peru.  From  wliat  he  has  mitten the 
following Summary, which includes a few modifications, is pie~ented 
with the ho~e  that future obserrers may use it to eorrect and amplify 
bowled& of  the subject. 
~RT-  OB T-  NORTI~RI?  COASTBL Pu1I.T. 
The Amotape  fo~orn~at~o~~ 
This name was given to the formations WW  are ex~osed  near 
the viUage  of botape,  which is situated 
the valley of  the Chira' 
River arid is particularly  we11  Seen  in the western end of  the Brea or  Amotape  liills  (see  pl.  2).  The  lithologic  characters  of  the 
beds vary considerably, consisting of  shales, sandstones, con~lonler-  . 
ates,  and  in some  places  beds  filled  with  shells  and  occalonally 
there are coral reefs.  The chanps observed in the nature of  the 
formation are due to the varying distance from the shore at vhkh 
the~  were  deposited  and to the deepening  and  shallowing  of  the 
water  during the time  of  sedimentation.  It is  probable  that the 
materials mere  derived  from  the mountainous  area  which  during 
Tertiary time formed  the  ocean shore to the east,  approximatelg 
where n0-w are the foothills of the Andes. 
-7  .l'he Strata of  the formation are not much lithified and tlie shales 
arid  sandstones grade into each  other  and into conglomerates.  In 
the  Brea  hills  the  Amotape  foimation  has  been  uplifted  in  an 
anticline,  good exposures where tlie stream valleys have been 
eroded.  The thiclmess of  the beds  has not been  studied carefull~, 
buk  from the outcrops Seen it is safe to say that On  the average it is 
not less than 1,000 meters, although the thiclmess may be much less 
in some ~laces  and peater in others, depending  upon the distance 
from the Tertiary shore.  - 
Fossils are very abundant and well preserved at many places, one 
of  the most noticeable being a large oyster which is found in such 
great numbers that it is used locally for burning lime. 
The principal mineral substance which is exploited at the present 
time is petroleum, of  which there are superfiicial indications 8t tWO 
places called la Brea and  la Breita.  The productive  localities are 
Negritos, Lobitos, and Zorritos located on the coast.  Besides these 
SOme  pmspecting has been done farther inland.  It has been reported 
th.  coal has been  found at various localities mithin  the limits  of 
thls formation.  That which the writer examined at Bahia de la Cruz 
is 8 lignite, and prospecting failed to reveal a bed of  any importanCe 
The writer has been  assured that north of  Sullana, at the base  of 
the Brea hills, a good quality of lig  onite has been found and of  suf- 
ficient thiclmess to  warrant  its extraction.  However, tlie  bed  has 
never been  worlzed  and further exploration would  be  necessary to 
Prove its commercial value.  The botape  formation  contain~  V%- 
nous  mineral  sah, especiaily  mpsum,  which  render  the  water 
Obtained from it unfit  for domestic uses.  The formation  extends 
throughout the plains regiOn from the Ecuadorian border south~ard 
into the table-land to the esst of  pita.  U  ndoubtedly it extends far- 
ther  south,  but the  exposures  are obscured  by  drifting  8.d  liav:  been studied by the writer.  It my  be noted in this con- 
nection  that Wolf  in his geologic map  of  Ecuador has errone~usl~ 
indicated  recent formation in the plains region  to the north of  th0 
Brea hills. 
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In the Brea hills the formation has been thrown up in an anti- 
cline.  To the south in the plains region the formation is relatively 
horizontal.  To the north of  the hills there are steep dips and local 
iolds.  These may be well Seen along the valley of  the Tumbez River 
and in the stream which empties into the ocean at Boca de Pan.  It  . 
is interesting to note that the direction of  the Brea hiUs is ahmt  at 
nght angles to the trend of  the Andes and parallel with the border 
of  the  Gulf  of  Guayaquil  arid  with  the coast of  the Province of 
Tumbez, which forms the southern Part of  the Gulf  of  Guayaquil- 
Moreover,  the direction  of  the dips to the north  of  the range of 
hills suggests that the folding which produced them was actuated 
from thenorth. 
The writer has not examined the  of  the range, but has been 
assured  by  travelers  that it  contains  igneous  rocks.  Where  the 
Tumbez Valley merges from the flank of  the hills there are some ex- 
Posures of  granite, which the writer saw and the presence of  wllich 
was  also noted by Grzybowski, but this granite may be older than 
the  Tertiary.  The anticlinal structure of  the range of  hills nlay 
be  due to the eruption of igneous rocks which form the axis, but the 
miter did not See  anything to indicate this at their western termi- 
nation, and he is inclined to believe that it should be correlated with 
the subsidence wliich produced the embayment of  the coast in the 
region of  the Gulf of  Guayaquil. 
Grzybowski was the first to study the Amotape formation,  and 
what the writer has included under the name "  Amotape formation " 
has been  divided by  GrzYbo~slri  into the Heath stage, which  he 
calls "  Lower Mioeene,"  arid above it the Zorritos and Talara stages, 
which he calls  Upper Miocene?'  He also identified, principally 
UPon  stratigraphic grounds,  the  Ovibos stage, which he refers to 
the Oligocene,  The exposures which he included in this stage have 
not been Seen by the writer, who regrets that he did not have access 
to Gr~ybo~~ki'~  Paper until after his own manuscript was written. 
It will be remembered that Raimondi sent some fossils from 
to  Gabb  for  determination;  the  localities  from  wfih  the~  Wer6 
collected were unfortunately not sufficiently specific to show whether 
they were from the Amtape formation or not.  A collection of  fos- 
sils frorn Zorritos was also described by Nelson, who made no Special 
determination of  their age other than late Tertlar~,  as suggested b~ 
the title of  his Paper.  - 
pziocene fomatioa at Paita. 
In  the sea cliff at the port of  Paita the writer observed two for- 
mations sepanxted by an unconformity.  The lower he considered $0 
be the Bmotape.  The upper consists prhcipally of  sand in imperfect 
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a sketch  (fig.  5)  of  the relation  of  tliese  tvo 
u  He stattes that some  of  the fossils were extinct 
"orms,  and that the remainder  appeared to be 
Pliocene.  Grzybowski  assigned  the  Pliocene 
age to his Paita stage.  The writer thinks that 
3  the unconformity which he  has shown  in his 
section is unmistakable, and  that accordingly 
;  he  would  the  upper beds  Pliocene.  The  1 
extent  of  this formation  has not  been  deter- 
1  lnined with certainty, but it apparently  occu- 
pies  the  UPPer  portion  of  the  table-land  of 
Paita.  T0 the north, in the plains  around la 
Brea  hills, it is not to be  found  in extensive 
' '\ 
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TERTIARY  OF Tm  SOUTH  CENTRAL  COASTAL PUIN* 
The PZsco fomation. 
In the lom  hills to the north of  Pisco, which is called "  Cerro de 
Tiza " (meaning chalk) ,  there are exposed white and yellowish rocks 
wbich  have  a  calcareous aspect  much  like chalk  (see  pl.  4).  At 
the end  of  the bridge over the Pisco River they may  also be  seen, 
and at this place they have steep dips and strile to the northwest. 
This structure is continued into Cerro de Tiza, and crosses the Pisco 
River to the ~011th until the rocks disappear beneath the sands of 
the plains toward  Ica.  Many  outcrops of  this formation may be 
seen, especially in the landscape to the south of  the railroad station 
at mile 18, but them the beds are practically horizontal.  In the Ica 
1  River valley the Same formation is found resting on igneous and older 
stratified  snd metamorphic  rocks.  In a  hill  to the west  of  the 
Hacienda Ocucaje, in a hill called '' Cerro Blanco,"  the writer saw 
the remains  of  a.  whale  embedded in the Pisco formation  There 
W 
13'1~. 7.-Section  at Paita, By Grzybowski. 
was  also SOme  strata in vhich a few  1mt.rine shells are fo~nd  annd 
others in which phosphate nodules occur, but to an extent so limited 
t11a.t  they have no commercial valuua  Farther south in the valley 
of  the Rio Grande the Pisco formation is cut by the canyon of that 
river.  The tributaries  of  the Rio Grande which  flow  p~st  Palpa 
arid Nazca have cut deep valleys, in the walls of  whicli the form%- 
tion is Seen  to contain a mixture of rounded stonw in a matrix of 
Sand  nnd clay materials, but with a sufficient  amount of  the white 
chalky  matter  which  characterizes  the  formation  to  demonstrate 
that it is only a littoral plinse of the Pisco formation. 
The Pisco formation is also found in the plains to the esst of  the 
Port of Lomas, wliere the remains of a whale were Seen by the ~riter, 
arid in one of the valle~s  which cut tlie plain a conglomerate of ma* 
rine shells was found.  T0 the southward the plains nf~rrolv  arid the 
mountains come to the seacoast, but at Chala there is 8 s*dl  area 
of  Pisco formation in which the beds  consist largel~  0f varlegated 416  ANNUAL  RBPORT  SMITHSONIAN  INSTITUTION,  1908.  ' 
I  some of  the white chalk material and some beds of  impure concre- 
tionary limestones similar to what occurred at the type locality near 
Pisco.  The so-called chalk material was analyzed by the Corps of 
J  Engineers of  Mines and found to consist principally of  silica, witll 
small amounts  of  lime  and  alumina.  A  microscopic  examination 
showed it to contain many  diatoms and what appeared to be vol- 
canic ash. 
In  traveling by steamer from Pisco to Lomas the Pisco formation 
can be Seen forming the sea cliffs and rising to the table land of  Ic3.i  ,  Altllough some fossils have been found, they have not been studied 
critically.  The age of the Pisco formation is not surely lmown.  Tue 
miter has assigned it to the Pliocene provisionally, since it is wer- 
hin by  deposits which are probably of  Pleistocene age, and thme is 
r  "0  information  which  shows  the necessity  of  assigning it to  an  t  earlier time. 
TEIRTIARY  OE'  THE  SOUTKERN  COASTAL PLAINS. 
The  Mogueglua formatz'on.  '! 
The writer has given this name to the formation which  occ~ipies 
the southern coostal plains.  It has been described locally, by F0rbes 
"d  others,  as  already  mentioned  in this  Paper,  but  no  one  bad 
journeyed  sufficiently  over the plaiis to learn that it was coextensive 
with them.  The strata which  constitute it can be studied mmven- 
ientl~  in the valley of  the Moquegua River, especially near the town 
of  the Same name.  It is also well exposed in the valleys of  all the 
streams which  Cross  the plains,  since they  have  out  deep canyons* 
The eastern limit of  the formation is at the foothills of  the Andes, 
and  the  western  limit is  formed  by  the  chain  of  coast  hills.  It 
resches to the Pacific Ocean in tho interval between  the coast hills 
of Peru and the Morro of  Arica, which is the northern extremit~  of 
the coast hills of  Chile.  The character of the rocks which constitute 
the Moquegua  formation has been  well  outlined by  Forbes.  The~ 
consist of  Sands with some clnys, a large quantity of detrital material 
derived from igneous rocks, but especially noticeable are tlio thick 
beds  of  volcanic material which  appear  to have been  deposited in 
wp.ater arid interbedded with sands.  In  the valley of the River Vitor, 
which  dw.m-ds  from theQAndes  past  the  volcano  Misti  which  is 
located near  Ariquipa,  beds  of  lav8 may  be  Seen  which have  ded 
~cended  from the volcano and extended over the plains, where theY 
form a cap~ing  on the Moquegua formation.  ~he  age of the volcanic 
"cks  is not certainly known, and there has been no opportunity to 
determine the age of  the Moquegua formation,  no fossils hav0 
been  founds  It  is generally stated %hat  the volcanoes of  southern 
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Peru began their activity in Ter-  9 
tiary times and some of  therr 
C  I 
still  active,  although  no  greab 
lava floms have come  from them 
in  recent  times.  The  W""-  I  I5 
has  provisionally  assigned  ~rie 
I 
rn "-  -,.---.,- 
Pliocene  a,ae  to  the  lvloquegua 
formation,  thus malring it  con- 
-  iho  P~SCO  temporaneous  wi~n  . 
formation  to the  north.  511~~~ 
appears to be no reason for ---  I 
the present satisf actory. 
The thiclaess of  the Moqueeu"  6 
formation is variable, since .  ' --"  -,.  _I 
foothills  of  the  Ancies  \sse  ue 
8).  Wom measurements made i 
some  of  the canyons a thinlTnoc 
of  1,500 feet may be assign- 
QUATERNARY DEPOSITS. 
Pleisbocelze. 
THE  PACASMAYO  FoRMATIo~. 
At Pacasmayo, in the soutllerll 
part  of  the  northern  nnoc+91 
i 
plains,  the  sea  cliff  conE 
stratified  conglomerates  JLL-~. 
with  sand  and  occasionr'  J 
nr  J?--- 
- - 
bVIL- 
sidering it as of  greater age, and 
in  outlining the  history  of  the 
coast the Pliocene age seems for  3 
P 
P  ..„.„  I 
LZ  was  5 
apparently depositeu in a brough  D 
between  the coast hills  and  the 
.#  ,---  fi 7.  L$ 
n  :, 
„„uSS  5 
-1  ö 
coast  is low  near  5ne  ~UUL-  # 
there are no good  expo~--""" 
that the mriter has not f: 
to trace the Pacasmayo ~CJL-U"~ 
-h 
~Vuiuu--  3 
f: 
;ists of  F 
-ived  ' 
L1  a'q' 
beds (sec  3). 'i  ne lu~~ation  is 
also well exposed at  the mouth of 
the Jequetepeque and dong that 
stream inland.  At Eten the sea 
sandy clay.  To  the nur  wr  U& -Y ---- 
for  a.  considerable  distance  the 
il- -  -L  Ans  Bnd 
jUlGJ, SO 
~een  able 
- -- n  tion 
z 
P' farther in  that direction.  To the south  of  Pacas- 
mayo the coastal plains narrow until the mountnins 
descend  to the  shore south in the vauey  of  Vim. 
Throughout  this  extent  the  Pacasmayo  formation 
is represented in its various phases.  The age and 
relations  of  this  formation  will  be  more  clearly 
understood mhen it is considered in connection with 
the Barranco formation next to be  described, vith 
mhich it has  been  correlated  (see fig. 9).  It is to 
be repetted that in the region of  the Sechura desert 
the relations of the Tertiary form  R t'  lons of the north- 
ern  ~ad  of  the  northern  coastal  plains  and  the 
Pacasmayo of  the southern portion are obscured b~ 
the drifting sands, mhich  obliterates any esposures 
which might otherwise be Seen  in this area of  slight 
relief. 
At the valleys of the Pativilca, Huaura, Chancay, 
arid  Rimac rivers  there are sea  cliffs out in  what 
aPPear to be  raised delta formations.  In other vd- 
IeYs  to  the  ~0~1th  and  north  smaller  areas  of  a 
~imilar  formation  may  be  Seen  (See  pl.  4).  At 
Tambo da Mora the sea cliff has the Same character 
as at the mouths of  the rivers, but there the forme- 
tion extends inland and northward continuously to 
the valley  of  the Cafiete.  The miter regards this 
area, which constitutes a part of  the s~uth-central 
c~astal  plains, as furnishing the key to the proper 
understanding  of  the Barranco  formation.  It un- 
$ubtedv  lies upon  the Pisco fomation, although 
lts relatlons to the latter south of  the Chincha Riva 
are  not   ver^  clear  because  of  the intervention  of 
the  wlde  stream valley.  Its relation  to the Pisco 
*~rmation  ma~  also be  Seen  in the  ~afiete  Valley. 
The character  of  the materials and  the  degree of 
cementation in the Pacasmayo arid Barranco forma- 
tions is similar. 
No  fossils  have  been  found  mith  the  excep- 
tiOn  of  cownuted shells and  occasionai branches 
0f  trees.  Th@  writer  has  assigned the Pleistocene 
age to these deposits and wouid comelate the coarse 
sediments arid bowlders which have been  deposited 
ln  the  form arid  structure of  deltas  with  the in- 
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creased  volume  of  the  streams  and  the  erosion  which  accom- 
panied  the  glacial  peri0d.a 
RZICENT FORMATIONS OB THE COAST. 
The recent formations consist principally of  inateriars transported 
by the rivers and deposited at their deltas and of  the wind-blown 
sands which sweep over the coastal plains.  In addition there are 
places  along the coast where the materials eroded by  wave  action 
nnd  transported by ocean currents have accurnulated in the form of 
recent  beaches.  The beaches  here  referred  to  should not be  con- 
founded with the raised b~aches,  which will be discussed later in this 
Paper.  The deltas of  the coast are usually unsymmetrical because 
of  the northward direction of  the coast  currents.  In many  cases 
the deltas blend with the recent beaches, due to marine action.  The 
delta of  the Tumbez River, which is the northernmost  of  the CO~S~, 
lies in front of  a clearly defined sea cliff.  Similarly the delta of  the 
Chira River blends with the recent sea beaches lying in front 0.f  a 
sea  cliff, which extends from the mouth of  tha river northward to 
Negritos. 
The remaining rivers of  the northern coastal plains do not have 
deltas worthy  of  Special mention.  In the extent  of  mountainous 
coast  between  the  northern  coastal  plains  and  the  ~011th  central 
Coastal plains there are a number of  localities where recent beaches 
maY  be  found,  and in this part of  the coast the  Quaternaq and 
Tertiary deposits already described are absent. 
To the north of the Santa River there is an area of  recent beaches 
in which salt is rnanufactured  by  evaporation, the brine being ob- 
tained by digging shallow pits, into which it filters.  The area of  the 
beaches is extensive, arid the slight depth to the salt water indicates 
the fact that they are but slightly above sea level.  The materials 
which have accumulated arid formed the beaches have largely been 
brought  by  the Santa. River  and  drifted  northward  by  the ocean 
Currents.  The immediate delta of  the Santa River has extended Ses- 
ward and so  connected an island with the mainland.  In Chimbote 
arid Samanco harbors one may see an area of  drowned mountainous 
Co~~,st.  At  some former time the two bays were one, but the txccumu- 
lation of  sand has formed  a bar and connechd one  of  the larger 
islands with the rnainland.  The front of  the raised  delta  of  the 
Rimac River, On  -+&ich  Lima, the capital of the country, is locabd, 
has been largely cut away by marine erosion, and the currenb have 
drifted the materials northward, forming the spit of  land cau!d  F 
' 
Punta, which  is a  feature of  the harbor  of  Cdlao 
SP'~  ls 
GA  des~~ptfotion  ~f the Bimse aelta by the autbor may be  found in 
No.  33 of  t&  Corps of mngheers of  Mines of  Peru? published in ''05* gradually extending, and lying between  it and  the  island of  San 
Lorenzo there is now a bar& on which the waves brealr.  The uitimate 
outcome of  this process may be a connection between  the mainlund 
and San Lorenzo Island. 
At Port  Cerro  Azul  the rocky  promontory  which  protects the 
port was once an island.  It has been  connected with the mainland 
by  the growth of the delta of the Cafiete River.  Similarly there are 
a number of  delta deposits and recent beaches in the southern park of 
the coast.  In  riding on a train from Mollendo along the beach beforei 
the ascent of  the range of coast hills is made one may see recent con- 
glomerates,  which  have been  partial17 eroded, and marine beaches 
in process of  formation. 
The material transported by the winds has in places accumulated 
in areas of  sand dunes which are moving with the general direction 
of the wind,.but the more common condition is to find the sand form- 
ing a mantle on the hill slopes and rounding the contours of the hills) 
arid often rising well up on to the sides and in some cases even to the 
crests of the mountains.  The most extensive area of drifting sand is 
to be found in the Sechura Desert and the plains to the east of Piurn 
In the latter place the sand is held by  a sparSe growth of  drouth- 
resisting trees and bushis.  The height of  this drifting sand as Seen 
in the topography of  the country reaches perhaps 200 feet, but proof 
0f  its great thiclmess TV~S  obtained when  a well was drilled in it. 
The  dnllers could  hardly  be  expected to distinguish the point at 
which  they passed  out  of  the wind-drifted  sand, but  they  found 
nothing but sand and had no difficulty in driving the casing of  the 
weil to a depth of  something over 3,000 feet. 
If One  refers to the map of  the coast of Peru arid observes the con- 
figurntion of the coast in the region of  the desert of Sechiira, he will 
See that the direction changes more to the west SO that the winds blow- 
pg  from the Pacific have a clean sweep over the desOrt, and the Sand 
1s carried inland by thü winds in a. nearly northern direction.  It is 
this fact which accounts for the low relief  near the coast where the 
sand has been derived and the great thickness of the Aeolian deposih 
to the east of  Piura. 
I 
In the south central coastal plains there is a conspicuous area of 
Sand hills between Ica and Pisco; also some smaller  ones to the west 
pf  Ica and Palpa.  There are numerous areas of migrating sand hills 
in the southern coastal plains, but none of the dunes attain  great alti- 
tudes, the surface of the plain is hard and the Sand moves in crescenti~ 
dunes as.over a floor.  These dunes rnay be Seen from the railway in 
tra~eling  from Mollendo to hiquipa and are one of the sights usually 
remembered b~ the traveler.  Mixed with the Sand which drifts 0ver 
the southern coastal plahs there is a Iqe  amount of white volcanic 
ash Op ~and  derived from volcanic materials, 
I 
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The action of  the sea in cutting cliffs may be well observed along 
the coast of  the northern coastal plains, where the Tertiary forma- 
tions at many places rise in.sheer bluffs.  The same process has been 
in operation at other places on the coast where elevation has taken 
place and the cutting action of the sea is displayed in a succession of 
marine terraces.  These are especially noticeable On  the coast between 
Pisco and Lomas, where the Pisco formation displays approximately 
ten distinct terraces rising to a height of  perhaps 1,000 feet.  Along 
FIG.  10.-Section  showing marine cut terraces at the mouth of  the Ocoia Eber- 
the southern part of 6th Peruvian coast in front of  the range of  coast 
hills where the rivers have tut their canyons through, there are ter- 
races in the igneous rocks dich  constitute the hills and also in the 
remnants of what wer@  once delta formations of  these streams.  The 
terraces at  the mouth of  the Ocofia River, as Seen by the writer arid 
nmsured with an aneroid, are represented in the followink sketch 
(fig. 10).  ~he  upper terrace aat  Oco8a is the highest one which was 
found on the coast. 
L 
1 
&G.  ll.-~ection  showing marine cut terracen  ,.  -,  at the mouth  Of  the 11°  River.  (''*Pare  ng. 0.) 
The rsilroad station, Tambo near Mollendo, On  the Southern 
wq,  has an elevation of 1,000 feet and is situated On  the north side of 
the River Tambo near its mouth, On  an extensive terrace -&ich  ~fiust 
have attracted the %ttention  of  many traaelers, although its origin is 
not explained in any scientific article which has Come  to the wrlter's  - 
notice. 
The terraces south of the no  River, near its  mouth, are indicated  in 
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Incidentally it may be  said that at the 
mouth of the ca,nyon just north of Pisagiia 
C 
.$  in Chile similar terraces may be  Seen, the  .s 
D  ?  upper  one being at an elevation of  some-  ..  $  0  thing more than 1,000 feet. 
r' 
These terraces, taken  together with the 
elevation at mhich  the Pliocene Tertiarg 
formations on the coast are found, record 
$3  the rising of  the land.  Accordingly, the  Fk 
g~~  upper terraces may be  Pleistocene and the 
lo~r  ones Recent, but there is nothing to 
"dicate  tmo periods of  movement, a,nd the 
Q  spacing and disposition of  the terraces tut  .F  * 
Q  2  in the Pisco formation indicate a gradual  3 ,g  elevation. 
R 
GEOLOGIC  SECTIONS  oa   TB^  ANDES. 
oi  SDCTION  OB  SOUTHBRN  PBRU,  ARICA  T0 
%  4  PAz,  BY DAVID  FORBDS  (18GO). 
0  0  *+ ' 
3  cd  .z  If the eeneral section of Peru by Porba ' 
(fig. 12) 1s divided so that it may be  com- 
pared mith the succession of  zones parallel  se  d  to the trend of the Andes, as distinguished 
2  ":Y  Steinmann at a  later date, the follow- 
a  hg  may  be  enumerated  from  the  coast 
d O,  toward the interior :  . 
ö  1.  Mesozoic sediments  with interstratsed 
porphyries of  the coast range  (at Arie&)* 
u  2'  2.  The Tertiary  (and diluuial)  form%-  .?  $  "ion  of the coast plains witl~  trachytic tuffs 
ij bnd  ash beds. 
- 
in Quart, 
3.  The diorites of  post-Cretaceoiis (post 
oolitic) age. 
U 
4.  ~he  Mesozoic sedimentaries ~vitl*  in- 
terstratified  porphyries  of  the  western 
slope of  the Cordilleras cut by diorites. 
6.  Volcanic  trachytes  and  trachytic 
mcks of  the Cordillera Occidental cutting 
the Mesozoic sedimentaries. 
6. Zone of Paleozoic (Carboniferous snd 
D~vo~")  sediments of  the Titicaca basin 
with later "  diluvial,'> including  a bed of 
interstratified trachytic tuff. 
(*BOI+  Sec. London, Vol.  XVII,  PI, II~, 
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'7.  Zone of  slates (Silurian) and granites. 
Comparing these zones with those enumerated by Steinmann, later 
to  be  mentioned, it will be  Seen  that there are no ganitic rocks in 
the coast and that the coast range which extends from Arica south- 
ward into Chile is not comparable with the coast range at Mollendo. 
In fact, there is a gap betweeu the two just north of Arica.  In  other 
respects the zones are quite comparable escepting for the difference 
due to the structure of  the Titicaca basin.  The roclrs which Forbes 
called  'L  Permian )>  or  6'  Triassic  7'  are now  called "  Cretaceous " by 
Steinmann) and above are included with the Mesozoic. 
SBCTION THROUGH THB DBPART&~I~NT  OB  ANCACHS,  BY RAINONDI  (1873). 
It should be remembered in considering this region that the Gor- 
dillera Occidental divides into two branches, the western hown as 
the G Cordillera Negra >'  arid the eastern or principal one, the '' Cor- 
dillera Blnnca.',  Raimondi made no seotion, but from his writin@ 
one may recognize the following zones : 
1. Granites and syenites of the coast. 
2.  Mesozoic  sediments with  porphyries  and  diorites.  The sedi- 
mentaries are rare in the coast but are found more abundantly inland. 
3- The diorites are Seen in the Cordillera Negra and the Cordillera 
Blanca up to the limit of  Snow, but not in the crest of  the range 01' 
The eruption of the diorites posterior to the Jurassic removed 
arid lifted some formations of  the Cretaceous and introduced metallic 
veins. 
4.  Trachytes anterior to the present, there now being no volcanoes- 
These roclrs are present in the Cordillera Blanca and to some extent 
in the Cordillera  Negra but not forming pealrs in the latter.  Bai- 
mondi thinlrs the eruption of  the trachytes occurred 'at a time when 
the t~o  Cordilleras formed one mass and that they have since been 
separated by erosion. 
5.  In  the vAley of  the Maranon are found older sediments, talcose 
slates with quartz veins which are referred to the Silurian.  A small 
area of  similar roclrs was also noted at Pallasca on the western slo~e 
Reviewing the geology  of  Ecuador  as outlined by Wolf  arid  CO- 
ordinating the dat&  in such 8.  way as to compare it with the sections 
already given of  Peru we find the following more  Or less distind 
zones : 
1. The Tertiarg  arid Quaternarg fo?XXlations of the 
0f marine 
origin. 
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I  2.  The Cretaceous, principally in the western Cordillera  of  Ecun- 
dar.  This rock presents three facies:  (U)  Toward the coast and in 
the hills of  the coastal plains,  limestones, siliceous limestones, nnd 
shales with variegated sandstones and quartzites;  (6) in the moun- 
tain basins, sandstones, and clay shales and slates;  (C) conglomerates 
arid breccia form conglomerates, sandstones, and clay shales predomi- 
nating in the Cordillera. 
3.  With the Cretaceous are associated porphyries and geenstones, 
Same being contemporaneous and others post-Cretaceous.  With these  I  igneous rocks, of  which the diorites are the most common, are asso-  i  clated the mineral de~osits.  I 
A. 
4. The gneisses and crystalline schists of Archean age principall~ 
in the eastern Cordillera.  There are panites in genetic relation ~ith 
the gneisses and syenites in genetic relation with the schists. 
6. The volcanic roch which are related to the still active group of 
volcanoes of  Ecuador.  The volcanic tuffi contain bones of  Quater- 
narY mammals, but the volcanic activity may have commenced in the 
Tertiary. 
'  I,  6.  ~acustrine  Tertiary in some of  the 'inter-hdean basins. 
I 
SDCTIoN  FRON LIMA T0 CEAUCHAMAYO,  BP OUSTAV  STDINMANN  (1904).  I 
According to Steinmann there are in Peru six zones, well marked 
b~ their distinct geologic eomposition, ivhich  extend parallel to the 
axis of  the Cordilleras.  These zones are designnated as follows: 
1.  The granitic-Tertiary zone of  the coast. 
2- The firnt Zone of  Mesozoic sediments. 
3.  The zone of  diorites. 
4.  The secorrd zone of Mesozoic sediments with a porphyritic facies* 
6. The third zone of Mesozoic sediments nith a calcareous facies* 
6.  The Zone  of  slates and granites. 
The fiat Zone  is not represented in the vicinity of  Lima, but may 
be  found ko  the south from Pisco to Mollendo.  The panitic rocks 
siluric or pre-siluric, cut by Mesozoic p0rphyries.fi  The ~ertia~y 
formations are probably Pliocene. 
The second  zone  near  Lima contains  sandstones  arid  quartzites, 
fhales, arid slates, with some limestones.  The age of  the formations 
1s  O~etaceous  (Neocomian) as is shown  by  invertebrate and  plant 
remalns.  The structure is in the form of an anticlinal fold.  The 
~edimentary  rocks are  CU^ by d&es of porphyry. 
'Be~ause  of the fact that the CordiIleras oriental arid 0,yidental  in Ecuador  - 
are not the equivalents of  the Cordilleras Occidental arid Oriental of  Peru, theY 
are here Spolien of as  the "  western 99 arid "easteili  9, to avoid  confusion. 
'The  writer wishes to suggest mat % 
(Jar-oniferous area near Pisco  @boll!a  !?@  $qluded  in this Zone, 
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In order to malce clear the aspects under which the porphyiie~  pre- 
sent  theinselves,  the  following  explanation  is  offered:  From  the 
close of  the Triassic, during Jurassic  and Cretaceous time, a shallo~ 
sea with a gradually sinking bottom occupied the region which to-day 
constitutes tlie  western  pnrt of  the Andes.  In this sea, in  which 
normal sediments ivere beina  deposited, immense er~iptions  of  basic  b 
volcanic rocks occurred, taking the forms  of  flows, conglomerates, 
breccias, sandstones, and strat.ified tuffs. 
The third, or diorite, Zone  is found on the western slope of  the 
Cordillera  Occidental.  Tlie  diorites are clearly  younger  than  the 
Cretaceous  sedimelltaries, since they  have  cut and nietan~orphosed 
them  The normal  diorite  contajns dilces  and masses of  a  darker, 
more  basic,  and  finer-grained  diorite.  The Mesozoic  rocks  which 
occupied this zone have nearly all disappeared. 
The fourth Zone includes the crest and eastern slope of  the Cordil- 
lera Occidental.  Here the porphyritic facies in the Mesozoic rocks 
is typical.  The formations,  Jurassic  and  Cretaceous, are strongly 
folded, and the inclination of  the beds is more frequently to the west 
than to the east.  In  this region andesitic eruptions abound (for the 
most part quartzitic)  arid &end  eastward into the next zone.  The 
mineral deposits of the region are related to these mdesites. 
The fifth Zone in the calcareous formations gadually  replaces the 
porphyritic  facies  unti.1 it  becomes  a  great  limestone  formation, 
which, from the fossils, is shown to  be of  Jurassic and Cretaceous 
In  the sisth zolle granite arid slate are found.  Although no fossils 
have been found in the slates, they are considered to be Silurihn be- 
Cause of  their resemblance to the known zone 0f Silurian in southern 
Peru arid Bolivia. 
Bdow the Mesozoic sediments there is a series of  dark siliceous 
slnt~s  and sandstones, with some conglomerates, which are believed 
to be Paleozoic arid especially Carboniferous, the existente of  Car- 
boniferous in the region being proven by  finding a few character- 
istic fossils.  Inasmuch as the Permian is not present in the Cordil- 
lera of Peru, the red sandstones and shales, with salt and gypsum, 
which overly the Silurian quartzites nnd  slates, 8.m  referred to the 
lower Lias. no fossils having been found as yet, and they accordingly 
belong to ihe series of  Mesozoic sediments.  , 
In  the atlas accompanying diOrbigny's monograph there is a maP 
of  South America showing the general distribution of  the -geolo& 
formations according to  bis ideas.  The map is VerY  eonventional arid 
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that he breaks the continuity of the Cretaeeous in tha Andes beheen 
northern Peru and Ecuador, so that the Tertiary of  the Pacific coast  i  connects with the Tertiary of  the Amazon basin  in the latitude of 
\  the Gulf of  Guayaquil.  D'Orbigny  also published four small maps 
showing the development of  the South American continent.  He took 
as a nucleus a small area of  gneissic and primordial rocks along the 
Brazilian  coast.  From  this  area  the land mLs developed to  the 
northwest.  After the Carboniferous he shows a land mass in Guim 
in addition to the lar~er  one in Brazil.  After the Triassic he sh0-m 
an isolated land mass in the eastern Cordilleras of Peru and Bolivia, 
arid following the Cretaceous he unites  the Brazilian and Andenn  i 
I 
land masses by a fringing border of  Cretaceous, and sho~vs  an isolated  1  mass of  cretaceous in Ecuador and Colombia and Venezuela. 
remaining park of  the continent  were  formed  by the addition of  I  Tertiary and diluvial.  [The  maps  by  d70rbigny are of  only bis- 
torical interest as showing the development of  geological  scienm at  ,  that time.]  I 
Agassiz appears to have followed in a measure the ideas advanced 
by  d70rbigny.  He says in substance (1868)  that the valley of  the 
Amazon was first shtched out by the elevation of two tracts of  land, 
namely, the plateau of  Guiana on the north and the central plateau 
of  Brazil on  the south.  It is probable that, at the time these tWo 
tablelands were lifted above the sea level, the Andes did not exist arid 
the ocean flowed between them through an Open  strait.  At a later 
~eriod  the u~heaval  of  the Andes toolt place, closing the western side 
of  this strait and thus transformed it into a gulf Open  toward the 
esst  It Seems certain that at the close of the secondary age the whohole 
Amazon basin was lined with a Cretaceous deposit, the margins 0f 
which crop out at-various localities on its borders.  They have been 
~bserved  along its southern limits on its western outsltirt along the 
Andes, in vene.zuela along the shore line of  mountains, md  also in 
certain 10Calities near its eastern edge. 
Orten evidently followed the ideas advanced by  Agassiz, but bis 
poetical  arid  cataclastical account of  the geological  development of 
South America is of  no value to science.  He says,  for exam~le: 
L( Three times the Andes sank hundreds  of  feet beneath the ocean 
level arid %ain were slowly brought up to their present height.'' 
The first  attempt which Raimondi made to outline the ge010gY 
0f Peru was in his letter to Gabb (1867).  He  stated that the eastern 
cOrdillera is of  gJxateter  age geologically, nppearing  to be  composed 
0f  micaceous arid talcose slates which have been metamrpho~ed by  the  elevation  ~f  the grmlites, that have also  introduced numerous 
velns of  wart2 which in some plaees are quite  rich  in gold.  The 
Cordiuera, he SayS, is made up in nearly  the  of  its  length 0f ro~k  of much more recent age (Mesozoic).  hother  &TOUP 
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of  rocks, probably Carboniferous, form the great basin of Lake Titi- 
caca, and a small spot in the heights of  Huanta. 
In  his volume on the Department of Ancachs (1873) he elaborates 
his ideas somewhat more fully.  He says that the first land relief 
produced within the limits of  Peru was not  the  Cordillera which 
foms the continental divide, but the grand mountain chain which 
in  Bolivia  forms  the Cordillera  real and  extends northward  into 
Peru. 
This grand chain is formed for the most part of  talcose and clay 
slates and owes its relief  to the eruption of  granitic rocks, mhich, 
however,  did not always find their way to the surfnce, being rare 
in the southern Part of  the &&in, but in many places the eruption 
introduced quarb Teins into the slates.  Contemporaneous with this 
relief  perhaps ocmrred the eruption of  the g~anites  and syenites of 
the  coast, which  in man7 ~laces  mntain thin veins  of  auriferous 
quartz. 
After the Jurassic began the eruption of the porphyries, and when 
the Cretaceous had begun the grand eruption of  the diorites took 
place.  Following the deposition of  the Cretaceous the axis 0f  the 
Cordillera was brought into relief. 
A sketch of the geology of  South America was read by Steinmann 
before the Geological Society of  America in 1891.  This sketch is 
explanatory of  a map which was ~re~ared  by him for a second edi-  ' 
tion of  Berghausen%  Physical Atlas.  Unfortunately the map is very 
' 
small, and, moreover, data were not available for an accurate map. 
Prom the slretch the following points rnay  be  gathered which  are 
of  interest here. 
In  Devonian times, as is indicated by the sediments, there was an 
extensive sea embracing the larger part of  South AmeRca, especialb 
Brazil and Bolivia  (and extending also into Peru). 
The Carboniferous deposits were more restricted, but are hown  -- 
from Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil. 
During the Permian, Triassic,  and  Jurassio the greater  part of 
the  South American  continent  was  above sea level;  however,  the 
Triassic and Jurassic marine deposits have been found on the western 
Part of  the continent, rich collections of  Jurassic fossils having been 
obtained from the Cordilleras of  the Argentine, Chile, arid Peru- 
In  contrnst to the small evtension of  marine Triassic arid Jurassic 
the Cretaceous Covers a l&ge arm, marine Cretaceous being found 
in  all oarts  of  the  Cordillera  of  the  Andes  from Venezuela  to  A 
Patagonia. 
The Cordillera of  South Amerioa is famous for its eruptive form%- 
tions  of  the latest time, but it merits no  smaller  attention for its 
submanne eruptions during Mesozoic time and the injection of  the 
Mesozoic strata by dioritic rocks. 